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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose o£ this thesis is to gather material deal-
ing with the development of opera in America and with many 
of the composers who contributed greatly to its development. 
It will be specifical]y concerned with grand opera. However, 
there will be some reference to light operas written by cer-
~in composers since they contributed to the development of 
an operatic style and interest in the medium. Also, ballad 
operas will be referred to in the historical background as 
they were the first type of operas to be presented in this 
country. 
By grand opera is meant opera with a fully composed 
text or which is sung throughout. Tt uses recitatives rather 
than spoken dialogue. The subject matter is usually serious 
and often tragic in character. Light opera (or operetta) is 
more popular in character, simpler in style and contains 
spoken dialogue. Ballad opera also cont~ins spoken dialogue 
but the musical portion is made up of folk songs or famous 
tunes of contemporary composers. 
Portions of this information can be found in various 
books which deal with American music in general and those 
which are concerned with certain localities or specific opera 
companies but there seem to be none which combine these 
several aspects in the same source. That is what this thesis 
attempts to do. 
as follows: 
It is divided into three major sections, 
1. Historical:--giving general background and the 
vi 
development in several typical cities where 
permanent opera companies have flourished. 
2. American Composers of Opera~--which deals only 
with native born composers whose operas contri-
buted to the development of American opera and 
opera in English. 
3. Current 'Frends:--a discussion of opera production 
in America today with special consideration of 
' opera workshops in schools and in community 
groups. 
Certain cities, such as Boston and Philadelphia, are 
not included here. Although local groups were formed in 
these cities, they did not last ~ery long and the opera goers 
here were dependent on touring companies. 
The composers were chosen because their operatic works 
occupy a definite and important place in the development of 
American opera. They are arranged in chronological order. 
One of the greatest sources of information concerning 
the various composers was American Opera and Its Composers 
by Edward Ellsworth Hipsher. However, this book covers only 
the period up to 1934 when the second edition was published~ 
Early Opera in America by 0. G. Sonneck was an excellent 
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source of historical background material from the beginning 
of' opera in America to the end of' the eighteenth e:entury. 
The Opera in New Orleans by Harry Brunswick toeb and Forty 
Years of' Opera in Chicago by Edward ~. Moore were heavily re-
lied upon for material concerning those cities. Much of' the 
later material was gathered from current magazines and news-
papers. Other important information was derived f'rom aniDJi-
versary programs from some of the opera houses. 
GHAP'I'ER I 
HISTORICAL B~CKGROUND 
The early hist0ry @f epera in the United States of 
America is similar to that of other nations of the Western 
Hemisphere. It begins in colonial times wit,h the importa-
tion of comic operas from Europe, largely English ballad 
operas. During the Nineteenth Century, fashion favored alter-
nately Italian opera, French grand opera, and German music-
drama. Tentative and unsuccessful efforts were made by na-
tive composers to imitate the musical style currently in 
vogue, sometimes by applying it to American subjects, the 
Indians and the Puritan colonists being the two most common 
sources of material for librettos. Prizes were offered and 
awarded; new operas by American composers were produced with 
great fanfare, given a'few performances, then shelved and for~ 
gotten. A few experimental works on a small scale were pro-
duced, but the American public at large showed little inter-
est in them, preferring to hear trLa Boheme11 er ttDie Walklirett 
in sumptuous settings, sung by expensive stars. 
It is possible that the first opera performance in the 
United States took place as early as 1703, but the earliest 
date which can yet be substantiated is February 18, 1735, 
when nnora, or Hob in the Well., n a ballad opera, was presen-
ted in Charleston, South Carolina. 
Eola Willis, in her book, The Charlestown Stage in 
the XVIIIth C:entury, says: 
ttThis opera with the dance of the two pierrots and 
the pantomine of Harlequin and Scaramouche, was an 
announcement of great American import, for it heralded 
to the country for the first time a musical play upon 
its shores.n 
ttFlora" was one of Cibber ts most successful ballad-
Gperas, adapted Dogget's comedy, ttThe Country Wake," 
and held the af.fections of American music-lovers for 
many years. '.Fhis form of opera c0nsisted of a drama-
tic piece--generally comedy or farce--interposed with 
popular songs."· 
It is surprising perhaps that this first performance 
took place in the South rather than in one 0f the larger cit-
ies of the North. However, this can be explained partially 
by the opposition to music generated by both the Puritans in 
New England and the Quakers in Pennsylvania. The southern 
cities were unfettered by such restrictions. C-harleston and 
Williamsburg, Virginia, most aristocratic and most British of' 
the colonial centers of wealth and culture in the South, wer1e 
proud of their music, which echoed the latest fashion in 
England. nnora't was one of the most successful one-act 
ballad-operas having been performed some two hundred times with-
in twenty years in London. It was first perf'ormed there in 
1729 and reached Gharleston only· six years later. Wil~iams­
burg, Virginia, owned a permanent playhouse as early as 1722, 
lL Graf', Herbert, The Gpera and Its FUture in America 
{New York: W. w. Norton and ~ompanY";-194!) quotation p._ 208. 
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possibly earlier. Maryland also welcomed concerts and theatri-
cal performances. When the Kean and Murray Company 0pened 
the new theater in upper Marlborough, Maryland, with the 
ttBeggarts Operau {1752), an orchestra was used for the first 
time in an American performance of the opera instead of a 
spinet. 
Ballad-operas were probably performed in New York from 
' 1732 on, and when the Kean and Murray Company opened a theater 
in N~ssau Street in 1750, music lovers were treated to a reper-
tory which included seven of them. After the troupe had 
played two seasons in New York, the Hallam Gompany arrived 
and opened the first theater built for this purpose in the 
city. 
The ballad-operas given in these early theaters were 
simply plays which dre1t1 their themes fr0m everyday li.fe. Dia-
logue was, of course, in English, and simple folk tunes were 
employed after the manner of uThe Beggarts Opera," which had 
had its N.ew York premiere in the first Nassau Street Theater, 
in 1750. One of these ballad-operas, advertised as a new 
Americru~ comic opera, of two acts, called ttThe Disappoint-
ment; or the Force of Credulity," was given in Philadelphia 
in 1767. Among its eighteen songs was nyankee Doodle.;.!' 
'llli.ese and similar folk operas by Arne, Shield, Storace, Dibdin, 
Arnold, and others were not given by established opera c<:>mpan-
ies, but by traveling ·stock companies such as the HalJLam C:om-
pany and the Kean and Murray &0mpany. 
·e 
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After the Revolutionary War had been won and the Union 
established, epera began to extend itself, and the plots, 
which had hitherto confined themse~ves to the life of small 
towns and everyday incidents, took on a more pretentious tone. 
An allegorical-political opera or dramatic cantata called, 
"The Temple of Minerva, anc: Oratorical Entertainmentn by 
Francis Hopkinson was performed on December 1]., 1781, at the: 
hotel of the Minister of Fran,ce in Philadelphia, before His 
Excellency General Washington and his Lady, and a select 
company. It has been called the first American attempt at 
grand opera, although research has failed to discover the musi-
cal score so it cannot be affirmed that this was entirely by 
Mr. Hopkinson. 
Opera in this period closely reflected the thinking of 
the time. ttTammany, or the Indian Chiefn was a song-play, 
based on Indian lore and tunes. The opera, "The Archer, or 
the Mountaineers of Swi tzerlandu by Dunlap and Carr, and ttEdwin 
and Angelina" by Smith and Pelissier, both performed in 1796 
in New York, are considered by some the first real American 
operas, although their composers were of English and French 
birth respectively. 
The operas of the colonial and revolutionary period were 
simple English or American folk-operas. They were o:f much 
the same character as the French 1 opera comique' and the Ger-
man song-plays from which MOzart and Beethoven drew their 
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inspiration for the writing of the first great German operas~ 
But whereas Mozart and Beethoven were able to create master-
works by combining the revolutionary new human element of folk 
opera with the old and great tradition of grand opera, America 
knew no such tradition. It was faced, first of all, with the 
necessity of acquiring the rudiments of operatic craftsman-
ship in order to maintain its primary artistic forms, and, for 
this, the opportunity lay in the importation of European opera. 
Following the French Revolution, which struck a sympa-
thetic chord in the American people, French influence increased 
in this country. From New Orleans, which s~nce .1791 had been 
the center of French theater and opera, traveling companies 
/ brought the 'opera comiquet of GretryJMonsigny, Dalayrac, 
Gossec, and others northward to the cities along the Atlantic 
seaboard9 These works were soon followed by Italian 'opera 
bu:ffa,' like Paisielle's "Barber of Seville11 and Pergolesi 1 s 
nserva Padrona," given in English. The first American per-
formances of Rossini's "Barber of Seville,n in 1Sl9, were 
given in English. Free English adaptions by Bishop of this 
opera and of "Der Ereischutz,n were given in 1822 and kS27 
respectively. In both, all the larger ensemble numbers were 
omitted. Daring the first quarter of the nineteenth century, 
a transition period, the popularity of English ballad-operas 
decreased. Fbreign comic operas were given in adaptions 
suited to the limited equipment of the companies presenting 
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them, and shortened versions of the originals were 'used, the 
more intricate arias being replaced without hesitation by 
popular tunes. 
With the invention of the steamship, America's contact 
with Europe grew closer, and, with the expansion of industry 
in the North, people began to enjoy a new prosperity. Origin-
al opera companies were imported from Europe. Da Ponte, 
Mozart's librettist for 11La Nozze di Figaro, 11 11 Don Giovanni,n 
./ 
and ncosi Fan ~utte,n came to New York in 1805 from Italy to 
teach Italian and to act in the capacity of theater manager. 
In 1819 the first steamship crossed the ocean, and, from that 
time on, guest companies from Europe came more frequently to 
America. It was in 1825 that New York saw its first real 
/ 
season of grand opera when Manuel Garcia's Italian Opera Com-
./ 
pany came there. Garcia presented nine Italian operas in the 
original language, the first work being Rossini's ttBarber of 
Seville,n and this is said to be the first opera ever heard 
in Italian in this country. Two years later a French opera 
company from New Orleans brought the operas of Cherubini, 
Boieldieu, Auber, and others to New York, Philadelphia, and 
Boston. 
In 1832, Da Ponte brought over another Italian company, 
and the following year he introduced New York to its first 
Italian opera house, a luxurious auditorium containing a great 
number of private boxes supported by wealthy subscribers. 
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With the coming of this house, originally called the Richmond 
Hill Theater and later the Italian Opera House, grand opera 
was established. Other theaters were soon built. The Palm0:s 
Opera House on Chambers Street was opened in 1844 and it was 
in this theater that the first attempts were made to give Ger-
man operas in the original language. 
Opera in foreign languages was not introduced without 
opposition. There were still opera companies that sang in 
English, not only dialogue operas like "Fidelio" of Beethoven, 
but even grand operas like Bellini's "La Sonnambula" and 
Meyerbeer's "Robert le Diable.n In 1844, the Sequin group 
presented Balfets "Bohemian Girl," which s~ems to have inspired 
American creative talent, for the next year William H. Fry, 
music editor of the New York Tribune, often referred to as 
"the father of American Opera," wrote his opera "~eonora," 
which was performed at the Chestnut Street Theater in Philadel-
phia in 1845, and should, perhaps, be truly considered the 
first American grand opera.l 
With the growth of trade and industry, and the expansion 
of the country to the West which followed the building of the 
railroads, opera established itself in Chicago, and, after 
the Gold Rush years, in San Francisco. N!ew opera houses were 
built in New York, and in 1857, Philadelphia built its opera 
1see section on William H. Fry. 
house, and also the Academy of Music. New Orleans soon erec-
. . 1 ted an opera house, as did Chicago and San Franc~sco. Opera 
in foreign languages became firmly rooted as a part of society 
life, and with it came all the array of grand opera--social 
splendor, the cultivation of virtuoso effects for their own 
sake, and the star system. The famous singers of the day, 
Malibran, Jenny Eind, Patti, Lucca, Sontag, and many more who 
were to become great names in the history of opera, were en-
thusiastically received. From the middle of the century on, 
opera in English lost favor with society, and the foothold 
gained by opera in foreign tongues was one which it has not 
yet relinquished. 
ksee sections dealing with these cities. -
NEW ORLEANiS 
~o N:ew Orleans belongs the credit for introducing ope1·a 
of the French and Italian school into America. It was the 
first city in America to establish opera permanently. 
Operatic history in this city begins during the last 
years of the eighteenth cent~, at the time when @eorge 
Washingto~ was President of the United States. +n 1791, this 
city possessed a regltiar treupe of French comedians and singers, 
who probably gave vaudevilles rather than operas; however, 
nw. H. Coleman in his tHistorical Sketch Book arid Guide 1 says, 
"In 1799 half a dozen actors and actresses, refugees from the 
insurrecti<::m in San Domingo, gave acc:eptable performances, 
rendering comedy, drama, vaudeville, and comic opera.nl 
These performances were held in a theater called, ttLe 
Spectacle de laRue St. Pierre." By the end of 1807, this 
building had become so dilapidated that performances there 
were discontinued ana it was torn down. Then a syndicate er,ec ... 
ted ttLe Theatre St. Pierrett em the old site. This new theater 
opened in 1808, with a three!-act melodrama entitledt "I.e Prince 
Tekeli, or Le Siege de Montgatz," followed by a one-act opera, 
"Le Secret" by Solie. This theater lasted only a little m0re 
than two years at which time it was sold at auction. In 1810, 
1 Loeb, Harry Brunswick, The Opera in New Orleans 
(Baton-Rouge: Ram.ires-Jones Printing Company, 1917}, p. 4. 
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Paisiell<:>'s setting of llThe Barber of Seville" was given, and 
from about this time dates the regular production of standard 
operas in New Orleans. 
Other theaters of the same period were the nTheatre 
St. Philippett and the nTh~gtre d'Orleans,n which was destroyed 
by fire in 1813 and rebuilt in 1Bl7e /A When the "Theatre 
dtOrleans" was sold in 1859, the manager, M. Boudousqui~, was 
unable to come to an agreement with the new owner regarding 
the terms of rental, so he 0rganized a st0ck company providing 
$100,000 f0r the purpose 0f erecting an0ther home for opera. 
This became the "French Opera Housen which was opened in Decem-
ber of that same year with a performance of Rossini's "William 
Tell." The French Opera House at once became popular. The 
season, 1860-1861, included Adelina Patti in such operas as, 
"Robert 1e Diable, tt by Meyerbeer, nn Trovatore, n by Verdi, 
"Les Huguenots,n by Meyerbeer, ULucia," by Donizetti, nThe 
Barber of Sevil~e,n by Rossini, and other operas. 
Fr0m 1859-1915, excepting the interruption caused by 
the Civil War, six other seasons at different periods when 
the theater remained dark, and the season 1904-1905, when a 
French dramatic company held the boards - the French Opera 
House continued to offer operatic entertainments. This build-
ing was destroyed by fire in 1919. 
After the Civil War, three .Alhaiza brothers brought 
an itinerant company t0 the Opera House. This pra>ved s0 success-
11. 
ful that they decided t0 imp@rt a complete operatic organiza-
tion from Europe. Two of the brothers, Gharles and Marcelin, 
went te Paris and engaged a company. However, before they 
left for America, Marcelin diede The other brother accompan-
ied the group to New York where they embarked on a steamer, 
"The Evening Star, u for New Orleans. B.efore this voyage 
could be completed, the vessel sank during a raging storm on 
Oct0ber 3, 1866 and the members of the opera troup and its 
manager perished. The surviving brother, Paul, opened the 
Opera House in Nevember, 1866 with the Strakosch-6hinoni and 
Susini Company and with Amalie Patti, Adelina's sister, sing-
ing the contralto roles. 
Sbme of the managers of the French Opera from 1859 
through season 1914-15 were as follows: Davis and Boudousquie, 
Ghinoni and Susini, .Allhaiza and Calabresi, Canonge, Pappenheim, 
/ Durand, Max Strakosch, DeBauplan, Besfosses, Mapleson, Durieu, 
Mange, O'C.onnel, Charley, Berriel, Roberval, Gazelles (<irama-
tic company) , Brulato-ur, Russell, Lombardi, Eayolle, Affre and 
Sigaldi. Several of these directed the opera for a long period. 
In 1943, after a lapse of eighteen years, New Orleans 
revived its operatic traditions by forming the New Orleans 
Opera Association under the leadership of Walter Herbert. The 
New Orleans company imports its singers and directors from the 
Metropolitan Opera, the New York City Center and other opera 
companies, but it entrusts small parts to local performers who 
also sing in the chorus and act as understudies for the leads 
thus gaining valuable experience in preliminary rehearsals. 
The chorus rehearses the operas without pay during the three 
months preceding the season, but during the season everyone 
is paid on a union contract basis. Scenery is mostly made new; 
costumes are rented. ~he operas are usually sung in foreign 
languages, but sometimes in English translations. 
~e budget is balanced by the income from the subscrip-
tion sale, single ticket sales, and contributions. To handle 
contributions an Opera Fund has been established and all donors 
to it are listed on the programs. A very active Women's Guild 
lends additional assistance by promoting the sale of season 
tickets and social fund-raising activities and also by educa-
tional work in the city schools and by bringing opera to hos-
pitals. The city government also contributes a subsidy of from 
four thousand to eight thousand dollars yearly to the Opera 
Association. 
The season is divided into a fall and spring series. 
Each opera is given twice at intervals of two or four weeks 
plus some repetitions for students. Recent seasons have in-
cluded such operas as "Werther," ncenerentola,n "Manon Les-
c:aut,tt ttFigaron (in English), as well as many others of the 
standard repertory. 
GHIG·AGO 
The first performance of opera in Chicago took place 
on Monday, July 29, 1850, in the Chicago Theater of which 
Mr. J. B. Rice was the proprieter and manager. Mr. Rice en-
gaged a traveling Opera Troupe to present Bellinits "La Sonnam-
bula.n The season came to a close the following evening dur-
ing the second performance because of a destructive fire which 
consumed the theater and half a block of buildings besides. 
Two days after the fire, Mr. Rice was busy making 
arrangements for the construction of a new theater of much 
larger dimensions, on the site of the old one. It was to be 
of brick~ This new theater was opened on February 3, 1851 
for dramatic productions but it was two years before Mr. Rice 
ventured to present another opera company. In October, 1853, 
the Italian Opera Troupe under the direction of Signor L. Arditi 
was engaged for two nights to perform "Lucia di Lammermoor, n 
by Donizetti and Bellinits ttNorma .. n An interesting sidelight 
is one of the publicity ann~uncements for this Troupe which 
stated that the chorus was "the best in the United States 
and desirable even in Europe.nl The house was full f0r the 
performance of ttNorma,n and the public so well pleased, that 
the company decided to remain over until the following Monday 
t0 give ttLa Sonnambula. tt 
1Hackett., Karlton, The JB:eginning of G'rand ?pera in 
C,hicago (Chicago:: The Laurentian Publishers, 1.913 ·., p. 32. 
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Five years passed before another season of opera was 
attempted in Chicago. Mr. Rice had retired and his place 
was taken by Mr. McVicker who had built another theater~ In 
September, 1858, arrangements were made with the New Orleans 
English Opera Company for a season of grand opera in English. 
In this company all the lead tenor roles were taken by a 
woman. Some of the members of the New Orleans English Opera 
Company were Miss Georgia Hodson, Miss Rosalie Durand, 
Miss A. King, Mr. F. Lyst&m' and Mr. F. Trevor. The orchestra 
was composed of some of the first performers of New York and 
there were three conductors, G. Anschutz, c. Bergman and 
Theodore Thomas. The operas performed were: "La Sonnambula " 
. ' 
Donizettits nnaughter of the Regiment," Auberrs ttCrown Diamonds,n 
Rossini's "Barber of Seville," Balfe 1 s "Bohemian Girl," Auberts 
nFra Diavolo, n Rossini 1 s ttCinderella, rr von Weber's "Der 
Freischutz" (first time in Chicago), and Verdi's "Il Trovatore." 
In 1859, there were three visits by opera companies 
presenting many 0peras including ttLa Traviata,n by Verdi, 
"Lucia, tt by Donizetti, rtRigolett.0, n by Verdi, nn Trovatore, tt 
by Verdi, ttMartha,n by Von Flotow, "Norma,n -by Bellini, "La 
Sennambula., tt by Bellini, and ''Don Giovanni, n by Mozart. 
The first German opera troupe gave performances in 
1865 and in the same year the Crosby Opera House was built 
and it became the center of Chicago's musical life until it 
burned in the great Chicago fire in 1871. Among the perform-
ances given in that theater· was Donizetti 1's "Daughter f£ the 
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Regiment;" Generals Grant and Sherman are mentioned as having 
been in the audience that heard this work. Clara Louise Kel~ogg, 
as Marie, directed the Rataplan Song directly at them, to the 
delight of the other members of the audience. 
For several years, there was talk of the need for a 
grand opera house in Chicago and in 1885, Ferdinand W. Peck 
deci<:ied to have a great hall constructed l:within which the 
multitude might gather for all sorts of purposes including 
grand opera.' He selected as architects, Louis B~ Sullivan 
and Dankmar Adler (an expert on ac0ustics}, and together they 
conceived the idea of installing in the old Exposition Building 
on the lake front, a vast temporary audience room, with a huge 
scenic stage, and to give therein a two-weeks' season of grand 
opera, engaging artists of world fame. This experiment was 
so successful that they decided to build a great permanent 
hall housed within a monumental structure. This theater seat-
ing 4,250 was called the Auditorium and the entire structure 
comprising theater, hotel, office building and tower was 
called the Auditorium Building. It was completed and dedica-
ted in 1889. Then followed several seasons of opera produced 
by various opera companies including the Metropolitan Opera 
Opera Company of New York and the French Opera Company from 
New Orleans, and the San Carlo Company. Some of the artists 
with worla wide reputations who appeared during this time 
and who are still remembered with high regard are as follows: 
•• 
••• 
Patti, Eames,, Melba, Ner<ilica, Sembrich, Farrar, Bestirm, 
/ Schumann-Heinck, Calve, Remer, the ae Reszkes, P.lan5on and 
earuso. Walter fiamrosch and Toscanni were among the cenduc-
ters. In 1~02, Pietr0 Mascagni appeared at the Auditerium irl 
persc;m te conduct his ncavaleria Rusticana. tt 
After sixty years of opera given by the many traveling 
companies that visited Chicago, there develeped a strong de-
sire fer a resident opera company, se, in 1910, the Ghicag«> 
Grand. Opera Company was feunded with a r0ster 0.f many of the 
fam0us artists of the day plus guests from the Metropolitan 
Opera, the Boston Opera and elsewhere. 
Following the Chicago season, each year the company 
went on teur to New York, Philadelphia, Dallas, Les Angeles, 
San Franeisce, and many other cities. 
However, by the end of the 1914 season, the company 
showed a large deficit instead of a profit as previously and 
as the war broke out at this time they went into bankruptcy. 
After a year, a new company was incorporated under the name 
of Ghicago Opera Association. It was in the second season 
of this new organization that Galli-Curci made her debut and 
created a sensation. 
In 1922, this company was dissolved and a new company 
to be known as the Chicago Civic Opera C~mpany was organized. 
This season also saw the first attempt to broadcast the opera 
and a few years later, as broadcasting techniques impreved, a 
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weekly series of broadcasts was developed. 
A new milestone was reached in 1929, when the newly 
built Civic Opera House was occupied. Af'ter the stock market 
crash of 1929, things became very difficult for the opera com-
pany. It struggled along for a few more years but finally was 
forced to go out of business. 
In 1951, Carol Fox and Lawrence Kelly incorporated a 
new group to be known as the Lyric Theater of Chicago. They 
presented an introductory performance of "Don Giovanni" in 
February, 1954 with world renown artists in the lead roles and 
men from the Chicago Symphony in the orchestra. It was repeat-
ed two nights later. These performances were so well received 
that a fall season was immediately announced. On opening night, 
Maria Meneghini Gallas made her American debut in ttNorma. n The 
second season (1955): lasted five \'reeks and Callas returned and 
in addition Renati Tebaldi was introduced and the operas pro-
.. 
duced were as follows:- "I Puritani,u by Bellini, "Aida," by 
Verdi, rrLa Boheme, tt by Paceini, ttil Trovatore, n by Verdi, 
ttMadame Butterfly,n by Paacini, ttFaust," by Gounod, "Tabarro," 
by Paccini and two ballets, tti..ord Byron 1 s Love Letter," by 
Raffaello de Banfield, and ncavaleria Rustic ana, n by Mascagni, 
nL~Elisir d 1 Amore,n by Donizetti, "Rigolett:o,n by Verdi, 
nL.' Amore dei Tre Re, n by Monteme:zzi, and n& Ballo in Maschera, n 
by Verdi. 
The 1956 season scheduled six weeks of performances and 
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opened 1/lrith an excellent performance of "The Girl of the Gol-· 
den West" with Eleanor Steber, Mario Del Monaco and Tito Gobbo 
in the leading roles. These same artists next did ttAndrea 
Chenier." Neither of these operas has been performed very of-
ten in the United States until the recent revivals and Eleanor 
Steber was singing the role of Maddalena in "Cnenier" for the 
first time in her career. The second work marked the first 
performance of German opera by the Lyric Opera Company when 
they presented TTDie WalkUren and nsalomen and introduced Inge 
Borkh and Paul Schoeffler to Chicago audiences. 
The 1957 season opened with a performance of notello" 
with the leading roles being taken by Tibaldi, Del Monaco, 
and Gobbi. The conductor was Tullio Serafin. This season 
saw,the American debut of the Italian conductor Gianandrea 
Gavazzeni. Jussi Bjoerling and Giulietta Simionato were also 
added to the roster. Performances included such seldom heard 
operas as ttMignon,n "Manon Lescaut," "Adriana Lecouvreur,n 
"Don Carlon (never before performed in Chicago}, as well as 
several other old favorites. 
Carol Fox, the company's general manager, says that 
they work on the star system and make their plans around the 
available dates of their big singers, then design the reper-
tory around their best roles. By this system the Lyric Opera 
I 
played to a ful~ house at each of the four performances of 
"Andrea Ch"8nier" and ttThe Girl of the Golden West,n operas 
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which are not usually so well attended. 
One of the Chicago Company's singular advantages is the 
availability of the old Chicago Opera sets, dating from the 
1t.920's. Although they do not represent the best modern ideas 
in stage-setting, they were solidly and, at times, luxuriousJ_y 
constructed. There seem to be few operas likely to be per-
formed for which the Lyric cannot find the sets in its ware-
house. However, when new operas or new productions of old 
operas are desired, Carol Fox has learned how to make use of 
the resources of other cities rather than attempting to be 
self sufficient. The Lyric Opera pays a fee for the loan of 
a production, including sets and costumes, and also pays for 
shipment but this amounts to only a fraction of the cost of 
owning the production. Such exchanges have been outlined in 
the commitment of the Metropolitan, the Lyric, the San Fran-
cisco and the New York City Operas, with the help of the Ford 
Foundation, to _ _r>roduce a series of American works. It has 
been agreed that if one company finds an unusual opera, the 
others will be free to present it and if they use the same 
sets and costumes created for the initial production, the 
saving would be great. 
The Lyric Theater has had a brilliant start and is 
working towards a brilliant future. 
CENTRAL eiTY, COLORADO 
In 1859, when Colorado was newly discovered territory, 
John Gregory, a prospector, struck gold-bearing quartz worth 
millions. Thus was born Central City. In the gold rush that 
followed, fortunes were made overnight. Soon, however, fren-
zied exploitation of precious metals made extraction more dif'fi-
cul t, so that experienced miners had to be lured or imported 
to do the work. 
Hard-rock miners from Cornwall, Ireland; the Tyrol, 
Ge~many;. and Wales flocked to Central City. Within a short 
time the surrounding valley, called nthe Little Kingdom of 
Gilpin, '1 attracted more than 15,000: people and became known 
as "the richest square mile on earth." They had one common 
bond - their love of music and the theater. They loved their 
singing societies, and in 1860 they built a log cabin theater 
where not only plays, such as nA Trip Across the Ocean (.A show 
any lady can see)", but light operas like "The Bohemian &irl" 
were performed. By this time, Central G·ity was a fine show 
town. Miners who lacked the two dollars entrance fee simply 
dug the equivalent out of the ground with pick and shovel. 
This theater burned down in the fire of 1874, and f'our 
years later the new Opera House was built with funds raised 
by popular subscription and by making use of native stone. 
From then on, stage and opera celebrities played there as a 
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matter of course~ To play this fffinest theater west of 1 the 
river 1 ,ff the greatest actors of the day traveled up through 
the canyons on the narrow-gauge railway - which can still be 
seen in Central City - or by stagecoach. There a pavement of 
solid silver bricks was laid when President Grant came to visit 
what was at that time the most important town in the Rocky 
Mountain regione 
From this lofty, cultural and economic position, Central 
City later became an almost abandoned area when the boom days 
passed. But the memory of its past was not forgotten by the 
descendants of the pioneers. 
In 1931, the McFarlane family, who had inherited the 
Opera House, presented it to the University of Denver. The 
next year two distinquished wome~, Anne Evans and Ida Kruse 
McFarlane, restored the theater and, with the artistic colla-
boration of Robert Edmond Jones, started a ttplay festival tt as 
a memorial to Colorado's pioneers. Every summer a play or a 
light opera was performed. 
The first opera, ttThe Bartered Briden by Smetana, 
appeared on the program in 1940 with Frank St. Leger as pro-
ducer, and between 1941 and 1948 classic opera took a solid 
foothold at Central City. Except for four seasons in which 
the festival was suspended because of the war, two operas 
were given alternately every summer during a three weeks' 
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period. St. Leger and Emil Cooper were the musical directors 
and Herbert Graf served as stage director. Among the ope~as 
presented were Gluck's ttOrfeon and Beethoven's "Fidelio,n 
given in English, with fine ca~ts of young singers well re-
hearsed, with good acting, new scenery and costumes by Robert 
Edmond Jones and Donald Oenslager, a fine ballet under Lillian 
eushing, and an enthusiastic chorus under Florence Lamont 
Hinman. 
In 1949, financial considerations forced a temporary 
change to light opera, but in 1950 grand opera was back on 
the program with "Madame Butterflyn and Donizetti 's ttDon Pas-
quale. n In 1951, the season was increased to four wee:ks and 
the number of operas to four: Menotti's "Amelia Goes to the 
Balln and Suppe's nThe Beautiful Galatea" in a double bill, 
plus nnon Pasqualen again and Gounod 's tlRomeo and Juliet. n 
As the fame of Central Eli ty spread and the financial 
returns became more certain, they began to make use of welJ!-
known stars from the Metropolitan and the New York City Gen-
ter Opera Companies in all the leading roles. By ~954, the 
season had been lengthened to six weeks and the two operas 
presented were G'ounod's "Faustn and Strauss' ttAriadne auf 
Naxos.n 
The next season was devoted to Gilbert and Sul]ivan, 
but in 1956, to celebrate its twenty-fifth anniversary, the 
Central City Opera House Association appropriately provided 
the world premiere of "The Ballad of Baby Doe,n with music 
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by Douglas MOore o£ Columbia University and libretto by 
John Latouche. So successful was the opera that three extra 
performances had to be scheduled after the original sixteen 
were sold out before the premiere. This new opera shared the 
season with an old favorite "La Toscan by Puccini and the two 
of them were presented in thirty-six performances. 
The 1957 season included seventeen performances of 
Verdi's ttRigoletto" and sixteen of Strauss' llThe Gypsy Baron." 
These were sung in English and performed under the musical 
direction of Emerson Buckley with Walter Tausig as associate 
conductor and Roger Dexter Fee, Director of the University of 
Denver's School of Music, as chorus master. The operas given 
in 1958 were the double bill o£ ncavaleria Rusticana" and 
nr Pagliacci" plus nr,a Pericole.n ,In 1959, the operas presen-
ted were nnie Fledermausn by Strauss and ttThe Ballad of Baby 
Doen by Moore. Both were staged by Nathaniel Merrill and con-
ducted by Emerson Ruckley. 
Frank H. Ricketson, Jr., is now president of the Opera. 
Association and the general manager is Robert J. Brown. The 
continued success of the venture seems assured. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
In San Francisco, opera has had a particularly rich, 
long history. No other city in America with the single 
exception of New York can cite such an unbroken record of 
grand opera. 
The first grand opera in San Francisco was BelEini's 
»La Sonnambulan presented by the Pelligrini Opera Troupe at 
the Adelphi Theater on February 12, 1851. They also performed 
ttNorman and Verdi's ttErnani" during their stay. 'l'he next year 
performances were given by the Planel French Opera Company 
and the Kate. Hayes Opera Troupe which gave entire operas in 
concert form. 'These were folJL.owed in 1854 by Mme. Anna Bishopts 
Opera Company, The Thillon English Opera Troupe, Mme. Barili-
Thorne 1 s Company, and, a few years later, Lyster .r s English 
Opera Company. Opera had become so popular with the people 
that by 1854 there were eleven opera houses in San Francisco. 
In 1857, Signora Giovanni Bianchi, later to be called 
the .Mother of Music in San Francisco, arrived from Mexico wi1th 
her husband, Eugenio, and they began putting on operas. Lat•~r 
they formed the Italian Opera Company which continued for 
about a decade. 
During the sixties, there was much operatic activity. 
Nearly eight hundred performances of opera were given. In the 
next decade interest seemed to slacken a little and, as a re·-
sult, there were only four hundred and thirty-four opera nights. 
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But the following ten years showed a decided revival of inter~ 
est in opera with more than one thousand performances being 
given. 
In 1873, Dr. Thomas Wade, a dentist, built Wade 1 s Opera 
House reputed to be at the time the largest - it seated four 
thousand - and the most elegant opera house in America. Rut 
Wade ran out of money, lost control of his property and it be-
came the ~rand Opera Rouse. 
For several years the Grand Opera House was the m~t 
important house in the city. Among the celebrities who 
appeared in it were Patti, Melba, Nordica, Nevada, Sembrich, 
Hauk, and other notables of the day. However, succeeding mana-
gers lost money on their ventures here because the house was 
too extravagant for a city of less than three hundred thousand. 
Yet it was the Grand Opera House which accommodated the impor-
tant companies which came to San Francisco. In April 1906, 
the Gonried Opera Company had begun a season of opera with such 
artists as Caruso, Edouard de Reszke, Sembrich, Eames, Scotti 
and many others. .Alfred Hertz, who later conducted the San 
Francisco Symphony Orchestra for fourteen years, was one of 
the conductors. Caruso performed in "Carmen" but the other 
scheduled performances had to be cancelled because of the 
great earth~uake which destroyed much of the city. 
~he famous Tivoli Theater was a small wooden structure 
which was originally a beer garden but became an opera house 
that never closed its doors for more than twenty-five years 
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until its destruction in the holio~aust of li906. More, perhaps, 
than any other house in America the Tivoli made opera a demo-
cratic institution.: It was instrumental in forming the opera-
tic tastes of a whole generation of San Franciscans. BBtween 
1880 and 1906, it put on more than four thousand shows of mllsi-
cal comedy, light opera and grand opera. No other music hall 
in America has rivaled its poplllarity or influence. Seven 
years after the earthquake, a new Tivoli was opened presenting 
Tetrazzini and Mary Garden with the Chicago Opera !1:iompany. 
Later, this was turned into a nhigh class movie palace.n 
North Beach was the scene of a novel operatic experi-
ment just before 1920. A little group of Italians, unda:- the 
direction of Augusto Serantoni, organized the Washington Square 
Opera Company and from 1917 into 1920 put on twenty-five cent 
opera. 
The permanent organization of a San Francisco Opera 
Company was the realization of a dream for Gaetano Merolo who 
w~s its general director and leading conductor until his death 
in 1953. He had moved to San Francisco in 1921 after recog-
nizing it as an opera loving community. Re had brought a 
splendid traveling opera organization to the city a few years 
previously and had afterwards made several visits with other 
opera companies. He attended a football game in Stanford 
University Stadium and noted the remarkable acoustic property 
of that open air amphitheater and this, together with the 
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mildness o£ the climate, inspired him to initiate a movement 
for an opera performanc~. there. A number o£ his friends were 
induced to guarantee the financial requirements o£ this enter-
prise and in June 1922 they presented "Pagliacci,n ncarmen,n 
and "Faust" with surprising success. 
Following this highly successful season, a small group 
of opera loving men and women determined that San Francisco 
should have a permanent opera organization and in April, 1923, 
the San Francisco Opera Association was organized. They made 
plans to remodel the Ci~c Auditorium to reduce acoustical 
faults and to improve the seating arr.·angement as well as put 
.. 
in boxes. 'Jlliey also decided to engage the members o£ the San 
Francisco Symphony Orchestra and a chorus o£ one hundred and 
fifty voices £rom the city and to use resident artists in the 
minor roles. Within six months, the first season was under-
written by a group of the eityts leading business men and more 
than hal£ the seats were sold. 
Merolo, the general director, assembled his orchestra 
and chorus, called several leading artists £rom New York and 
Chicago, and the first season of the San Francisco Opera 
Association was given in the Civic Auditorium, September 26th 
to October 8, 1923. The operas presented were: 
/ 
ttAndrea C:heniern; a triple bill o£ nil TabarJro," "Suor Angel-
ica" and "6-tl.anni Schicci," ttMefisto£ele, 1~ ttLa Tosca,n 
"I Pagliacc·i n and "Romeo and Juliet .. tt Among the artists who 
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appeared were: Queena Mario, Beniamino Gigli, Giovanni 
Martinelli, Giuseppi de.Luca, Louis D'Angelo and Armando 
Tokatyan. Gaetano Merola was conductor, and Wilfred Pelletier 
and Giacomo Spadoni were assistant conductors, and Armando 
Agnini was st'age director. 
The San Francisco Opera Association, inspired by the 
succe;~s .of its first season, was incorporated under the Jaws 
of California as a non-prof'it organization in 1924. A cam-
paign to sustain the opera company through Founder Memberships 
of fifty dollars each was undertaken and resulted in a total 
of one hundred and twenty thousand dollars. Thereafter, an 
annual season was given in expectation of the completion of 
the contemplated War Memorial Opera House as the Givic Auditor-
ium was not exactly a suitable place for operatic productions. 
F·or nine years, the people continued to att.end the opera und,er 
this inconvenience and the San Francisco Opera Association was 
held together. 
~e new War Memorial Opera House opened in October, 1932. 
It was the first municipally owned opera house in the United 
States. The opening performance was rtTosca" with Claudia Muzio. 
Merola conducted. 
In 1944, the company widened its scope of activity by 
initiating a Pacific Coast tour visiting the cities of Seattle, 
Portland, Sacramento, Los Angeles, and Pasadena. 
When Merola died in 1953, his assistant, Kurt Herbert 
Adler, became the artistic director. During his first season 
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(1954), the repertory was spruced up, smart modern staging 
was emphasized; and they presented their first Gala performance. 
Among the operas presented were: ttTabarro, n ttTurandot, n 
rtFidelio,n nsalome,n ttThe Fly_?..ng Dutchman" {first time in Sru:1 
Fran~co), and two premi~res: Luigi Gherubinits"The Portu-
gufe Inn,u and a staged version of Arthur Honegger's dramatic 
oratorio, tt Joan of Arc at the Stake. n 
The 1955 season was marked by the first American per-
formance of William Walton ts new work, ttTroilus and Cressida, tt 
just ten months after the Covent Garden premi~re. Richard 
Lewis, who had created the role of Troilus in London, sang i·t 
at this performance. Re had made his American debut in "Carmen" 
earlier in the season. Dorothy Kirsten was the Cressida. 
Another highlight of this season was a performance af "Le Goq 
d 10rn which saw the American opera debut of Mattiwilda Dobbs. 
The 1956 season was notable for the American debuts of 
several operatic stars from various European countries includ-
ing Leyla Gencer from Ankara, Turkey, Birgit Nilsson from 
Stockholm, Leonie Rysanek from Munich and Boris Christoff from 
Bulgaria who appeared in a performance of ttBoris Godunov" in 
Russian. 
Another American premiere was scheduled for l957. This 
time it was Poulenc 1 s "Dialogues of the Garmelitesn in an Eng-. 
lish version by Joseph Machlis. This season also marked the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of performances in the War Memorial 
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Opera House. In addition to the many European and American 
opera stars who grace the roster of the San Francisco Opera 
Company, many young singers are given opportunity for training 
and performing in opera. For this purpose, a Merola Memorial 
Fund has been established in memory of Gaetano Merola who had 
served for many years as the company's artistic director. 
Auditions are held and the group of young people selected are1 
trained by staff members of the company. Some are trained in 
principal roles and are used as 'stand ins.' 
The San Francisco Opera Gompany is a very vi tal force 
in the. operatic life of America. 
NEW YORK 
Ballad-operas were possibly performed in New York from 
1732, but the first performance on record was given in Decem-
ber> 1750 when the Kean and Murray Company from England opened 
a theater in Nassau Stree:t and presented ttThe Beggar's Opera. n 
This was followed by several other ballad-operas. Among them 
were Hill's ttThe Devil to Pay,n Gibber's "Damon and Phillida,n 
Fielding's "Virgin Unmaskedn and "Meek Doctor," ttFlora, ar Hob 
in the Well, tt and ttColin and Phoebe. nl These performances 
were interspersed with other plays and farces and continued 
over a period of two years. However, these performances did 
not seem to attract large crowds so the company decided not to 
remain in New York but to try their luck in the South. 
Late in 1752, the Hallam Company came over from England 
and after performing for eleven months in Virginia, they came 
to New York. Finding the theater unsatisfactory, Mr. Hallam 
persuaded his backers to tear down the old building and build 
a new one on the same site. The repertory of this company was 
basically the same as the one which preceded it, but the per-
formances were of higher quality. Lewis Hallam, the manager, 
introduced the custom of announcing the full casts. On Septem-
ber 13, 1753, the opening n~ght, when "Damon and Phillidatt was 
1sonneck, 0. G., Early. Opera. in America (New York: 
G;. Schirmer, 1915 ). , p. 15. 
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performed, there appeared the first opera-cast ever printed 
in America. The names listed were Mr. Adcock, Mr. Bell, 
Mr. Hallam, Mr. Rigby, Mr. Clarkson, Mr. Miller, and Mrs. 
Beccely •. l 
After a year, this theater was sold to a group of' Ger-
man Calvinists wanting a place of' worship. Then Hallam took 
his company to Philadelphia, Charleston and then to Jamaica 
where he died a year later. After this, his widow married 
David Douglass who came to New York in 1758 and erected a new 
theater in Crugerts wharf which opened in December of that 
year. 
In 1767, the John Street Theater was opened and here 
many of the ballad-operas were presented. 
Beginning in 1774 and continuing through the period of 
the Revolution, it was officially recommended that all places 
of amusement be closed. It was twelve years later that English 
opera, sometimes with original music, returned to the John 
Street Theater where George Washington was sometimes in atten-
dance. 
During the latter part of the eighteenth century, various 
traveling companies performed in New York. In 1796, two operas 
which are considered by some to be the first American operas, 
were performed. They were "The Archer, or Mountaineers of 
1senneck, o. G., Early Opera in America ('New York: 
G. Schirmer, 1915), p. 22. 
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SWi.tzerlandn by Benjamin Garr, and ttEawin and Angelinan by 
Victor Peliissier. However, their composers were of English 
and French birth respectively. 
A little later, French opera companies from New Orleru~s 
brought r opera comique r to New York. .Among those presented 
were Rousseau's ttPygmaliontt and nnevin du Village, n Dalayrac t s 
"Ninan and "L'Amant Statue,tt Monsigny's nn~serteur,tt &retry's 
nzemire et Azor,tt 11Fausse Magiett and "Richard Coeur de Lion." 
In 1798, a new playhouse was opened. This was the Park 
Theater on Park Row. For a long time English operas both of 
the ballad type and with original music held sway here and in 
1819, Rossini's "Barber of Seville" was presented here in 
English. This performance was only three years after its 
Italian, and six months before its Parisian, premiere. At the 
close of the season of 1820, the Park Theater was destroyed 
by fire and a new Park Theater was erected of the same site. 
One of its owners was John Jacob Astor* It was here that the 
first grand opera was presented in 1825 when Carl Maria von 
Weber's nner Freischutzn was given in English. Shortly after-
ward, in the same year, N.ew York had its first season of 
;' 
Italian opera. Manuel Garciats Italian Opera Company composed 
of his wife, his son and daughter and several other singers. 
His daughter, after her marriage, became Maria Malibran the 
most famous singer of her day. The first opera they presented 
was Rossini t s ttBarber of Seville . -n This is said to be the f'irst 
performance in America of an opera in the Italian language. 
Their repertory also included several other operas by 
/ 
Rossini, Mozart, Zingarelli and Garcia himself. 
Some other theaters where operas were presented dur-
ing this time were the N,ew York Theater (built in 1826), 
Richmond Hill Theater, Niblo 1 s Garden, and Castle Garden. 
DaPonte, the librett~st for several of Mozart's operas, 
/ 
had been in business in New York since 1805. When Garcia 
arrived,he associated himself with him. This inspired him to 
try an operatic venture himself so in 1832, he joined with 
Montressor in establishing opera at the Richmond Hill 'Fheater. 
After thirty-five presentations, this venture collapsed. In 
spite of this, DaPonte was able to influence persons of high 
standing to build a theater especially :for opera. It was 
called the Italian Opera House and was ·the :first theater in 
America with a tier devoted exclusively to boxes. '.Rhe season 
began in November, 1833 and attracted such large audiences 
that after the forty performances originally scheduled were 
completed, twenty-eight additional ones were presented. Still 
there was a large deficit and after the second season the 
Italian Opera House decided it had had enough. 
Ten years later in 1844, F.erdinand Palmo, a successful 
restaurant owner, :financed opera in an old theater located in 
Chambers Street. He thought that after being without opera 
for ten years, the public would :flock there under any circum-
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stances. There were no boxes for the wealthy and the theater 
was located in an unsavory neighborhood. Palmo announced 
that after the performances, a large car would be run uptown 
as far as Forty-second Street and there would be police pro-
tection. The undertaking was soon involved in bankruptcy and 
P.almo even lost his restaurant. 
Then one hundred and fifty socially prominent men got 
together and built an opera house in better surroundings. 
They called it the Astor Place Opera House and guaranteed to 
support it for five years. This theater was large and elegant .. 
The first season was presented in 1847 with operas by Bellini, 
Donizetti, Mercadante, and Verdi. The management changed 
hands several times but they never seemed to be able to have 
a financial success. There was great competition from a group 
from Havana which was brought in to perform at Niblo's Garden, 
a rival establishment. So the Astor Place Opera House was 
forced to discontinue the promotion of operas. 
Shortly after this, the Academy of Music was established. 
Its auditorium was three times as large as its predecessor, 
and the prices were to be kept low so that a wider clientele 
would be attracted t-o it. It opened on October 2, 1854 with 
a performance of ttNorma.n Managers were changed often until 
1878 when Colonel J. H. Mapleson took over and he remained 
in control for eight consecutive seasons. Many great ~ingers 
were introduced to America from the Academy including Grisi, 
Mario, Patti, Nilsson, Campanini, Kellogg, Hauk and many 
others. 
At the Academy, opera became a glamorous affair known 
as much for the brilliance of its audiences as of the artists 
on the stage. Colonel Mapleson was an impressario in the 
grand manner. The boxes were limited in number and sold at 
fabulous prices (as much as thirty thousand dollars was offered 
and turned down for a box in one season). The star system de-
veloped and sold out houses became the rule. :M:any families 
were unable to acquire boxes, particularly those who had recent-
ly acquired riches. In spite of this, the financial foundation 
remained precarious because eolonel Mapleson believed in spen-
ding lavishly in order to keep the productions on a grand scale. 
Many of the rich families in New York, including 
William K. Vanderbilt, were impatient with their efforts to 
buy boxes at the Academy so they could be a part of the glam·-
our and share in the social prestige of having a box at the 
opera. Because of this, they decided to sponsor an opera 
house of their own further uptown. So, the Metropolitan Opera 
House was built at Thirty-ninth Street and Broadway. There 
were two tiers of boxes (the Academy had only nine boxes). 
The first man~ger was Henry E. Abbey9 The opening performance 
was presented on October 22, 1883. It was ttFaust" with Nilsson 
and Campanini. The Academy opened its season on the same even-
ing. An operatic war a rose between the two houses. On the side 
of the Academy there were tradition, background, Adelina Patti 
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and an excellent younger singe~ named Gerster. At the Metro-
politan were a new opera house, :.:-: new scenery and costumes 
and Nilsson, Campanini and Sembrich. Neither house was able 
to carry capacity attendances and at the end of the season, 
both had large deficits. Abbey offered to operate the Metro-· 
politan the second season without salary provided the stock-
holders would absorb his losses .from the first season, but 
they refused to do this. 
Not wanting to have the opera house closed thus allow-
ing the group at the Academy of Music to triumph, the stock-
holders accepted an offer .from Leopold Damrosch who had been 
a moving spirit in the musical life of New York since he 
arrived from Germany more than ten years earlier. His plan 
was to act as conductor and director, to use his own Symphony 
Society and choristers from the ·Oratorio Society (which he a:Lso 
conducted) and to get his principals from central Europe, thus 
~voiding the expensive st?-rs of the Italian and French theat1ars .. 
lll operas were to be given in German which would appeal to the 
large number of people of German extraction then living in New 
York. There had been many efforts by various organizations 
over the past two decades to promote German opera, but they had 
not lasted. The most important had been the Stadt Theater .. 
It was here, with Carl Bergmann as conductor, that Wagner had 
been introduced to America: ttTannh'auser" in 1859 and nLohengrin" 
in 1871. 
Damrosch opened his season on November 17, 1884 with 
"Tannllauser.n Other operas included ttFidelio,n "Die Walkllre,n 
and nner Freischutz1t _whicl'l, were not well-known at that time .. 
Also such operas as ttRigo1etto," ttWilliam Telltt and "La Juiven 
were done in German. At the end of the season, the deficit 
was quite small in comparison to the previous year. German 
opera reigned at the Metropolitan for seven years. 
At the death of Damrosch in 1885, Anton Seidl became the 
director and continued with the plans as envisioned by Damrosch. 
Some names added to the company roster were Max Alvary, Emil 
Fischer, and Lilli Lehmann. Walter Damrosch, son of L.eopold, 
. was also added to the staff of conductors. The novelty af the 
unfamiliar repertory was a great factor in the success of this 
venture. 
At the same time, Colonel Mapleson at the Academy of Music 
was continuing with the same familiar Italian operas that had 
previously been presented but now Patti had left him and opera 
audiences began going uptown to the Metropolitan. In 1886 he 
gave up the struggJLe. Another Italian company came into the 
Academy •. 
It was foll~wed by the American Opera Company which 
finally reorganized under the name of National Opera Oompany 
at which time it left the Academy and became a touring company. 
This also did not last long. Then the Academy permanently 
closed its doors to opera. This left the operatic field oi 
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New York entirely in the hands of the Metropolitan Opera 
Company. During this time were presented the first performances 
in America of Wagner ts "Ring, tr. tt'fristan and Isolde," and ttDie 
Meistersinger.tt' Many other lesser German operas were also 
-
performed which brought severe criticism~ As the novelty of 
German opera wore off, attendance began to drop, many box hol-
ders were getting bored, and the general public yearned for 
the return of the melodious Italian aria. During this time, 
the management decided to bring back Abbey and his associate, 
Grau, in 1891 to produce Italian opera again. They assembled 
the greatest artists available, some being presented in America 
for the first time. Among them were Eames, Nordica, the 
deReszke s, Las salle, Melba and Calve. They formed the nucleus 
of the incomparable al1-star casts which were soon to create 
an epoch in operatic presentations, an epoch of incomparable 
splendor, officially inaugurated when Grau took over exclusive 
direction in 1898~ A disastrous fire in 1892 necessitated a 
radical reconstruction of the opera house and this was under-
taken by a new corporation, the Metropolitan Opera and Real 
Estate C'ompany. 
Maurice Grau has gone into history as a collector of 
stars, a shrewd business man and skillful diplomat in dealing 
with temperaments. His novelties were few and the develop-
ment of his orchestra and ensemble incidental. Re introduced 
Puccini to Metropolitan audiences, stressed Mozart and Verdi 
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and offered the first unabridged "Ring of the Nibelung.n His 
company toured from coast to coast. 
Heinrich Conried succeeded Grau as manager of the 
Metropolitan Opera House and he guided its destiny from 1903 
to 1908. It was during his first year that Enrico Caruso made 
his debut at the Metropolitan where he brought his matchless 
voice and sang with ever increasing artistry for nearly twenty 
years. However, C.onried felt that the integration of the entire 
performance was more important than the indiscriminate sprink-
ling of a cast with stars. Thus, he was fastidious about con-
ductors (importing two of Europels greatest directors - Gustave 
Mahler and Felix MOttl}. He spent money lavishly on costumes, 
stage sets, and the reconstruction of the stage itself. He 
also acquired Carl Lautenschlaeger, stage director from Munich. 
Gonried thrived on publicity and controversy such as developed 
because of the law suit brought by Bayreuth to prevent the 
' New York premiere of Wagner's nParsifal" from taking place. 
It was to be the first performance of this work outside of 
Bayreuth. There was also the tempest that was created by the 
first performance of "Salomett by Strauss:. These circumstances 
were creating much dissension between ~onried and the directors. 
Then, in the 1906-1907 season, Oscar Hammerstein organ-
ized a new opera company at the Manhattan Opera House. He had 
originally built this epera house to be the home of operatic 
productions in the English language. But when he noticed that 
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Conried was losing face with the Metropolitan directors, he 
changed his plans and decided to present great operas in 
their original languages and with the world's greatest singers. 
He presented a great array of operatic celebrities - Melba, 
Nordica, Tetrazzini, Schumann~Heink, Mary Garden, Zenatello, 
Cavaliere, John McC-ormack, Bonci, Dalmores, Renaud, with · 
C·leofante Campanini as artistic director. The emphasis would 
be on French operas (which had been sadly neglected by the 
Metropolitan).. Like Conried, Hammerstein excited attention 
by intreducing such novelties as ttPelleas et M~lisande,n 
"Elektra,n nLouise,n ttTales of Hoffmann" -but never at the 
price of making sacrifices of a great cast.. Mary Garden made 
her American debut in this first American performance of 
/ / l 
"Pelleas et Melisande.n 
The Manhattan Opera House became serious competition 
for the Metropolitan, attracting from its audiences. The 
success of the Manhattan Opera House created friction between 
the severely troubled directors of the Metropolitan and 
Conried. When the 1907-1908 season at the Metropolitan showed 
a deficit, Conried resigned as General Manager giving ill 
health as his reason. But it was generally conceded that he 
left because the Metropolitan needed new managerial blood if 
it were to survive the dangerous competition Gf the Manhattan 
Opera House. 
The person selected to become the next General Manager 
--
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of the Metropolitan Opera Company was Guilio Gat~i-Casazza 
who, for ten years had been Manager at LaScala in Milan, 
Italy. He brought with him from LaScala the conductor, 
Arturo Toscanini, who was destined to become one of the great-
est conductors the world has ever known. Gatti-Casazza waged 
an agressive and victorious battle for the supremacy of the 
Metropolitan Opera Company. 
Hammerstein expanded his activities to include building 
a special opera house in Philadelphia where, several nights 
a week, he brought his New York Company. He also carried 
operas to Baltimore. '.Rhis venture brought him close to bank-
ruptcy. The directors of the Metropolitan in 1910 purchased 
for the sum of $1,200,000 all of Hammerstein's contracts and 
properties except the Manhattan Opera House and got an agree-
ment from him that he would not try to produce opera in New 
York for a period of ten years. Thus the Hammerstein rival~7 
was eliminated and when his company disbanded, forces from 
its ranks formed the nucleus fer the,Ghicago Grand Opera 
Company which was organized in 1910. 
For twenty-seven years, Gatti-Casazza guided the destiny 
of the Metropolitan Opera Company. It continued to prosper 
until the depression period. During this time, he was re-
sponsible for one hundred and ten novelties, of which thir-
teen were world premi~res of American operas. He gave the 
Metropolitan repertoire a truly international character, such 
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i . ' as it had never before known, by giving brill ant pre~eres 
of new works by the foremost European composers. He re-
signed in 1935 and his successor, Herbert Witherspoon, died 
of a heart attack before he could actively assume his office. 
The direction of the Metropolitan then fell to Edward 
Johnson, formerly a celebrated tenor of the Metropolitan and 
more recently Witherspoon 1 s assistant. 
With Johnson was inaugurated a new, progressive era 
for the Metropolitan. The American-born singers received 
from Johnson unprecedented attention.. Democratization set 
in with the 1940-1941 season when the historic diamond horse-
shoe was eliminated and the boxes were put on general sale 
for any and all who had the price to pay. 
Prosperity returned after several lean, dark years. 
For this, however, the sensational suceess of the Wagnerian 
soprano, Kirsten Flagstad, was largely responsible.1 
During Johnson's first year, after a brief tour, the 
Metropolitan embarked on the first of two spring seasons at 
popular prices, in which young American singers were featured 
and many performances were given in English. The Metropolitan 
Auditions of the Air were inaugurated to provide young Ameri-
can singers throughout the country with the opportunity of 
competing for the privilege of singing at the Metropolitan 
~'wen, David, Music Gomes to America {New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1942),-p. 160~ 
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Opera House. The spring tours were continually lengthem d 
to include many more cities of the South and Mid-West and 
even the West Coast and Canada. 
At Johnson 1 s retirement, Rudolph Bing was appointed 
General Manager. He brought experience from important posts 
in Darmstadt, Berlin, Glyndebourne, London and Edinborough* 
He took over his duties in the season of 1950-1951 and still 
remains in this position. It was during this period that the 
first Negro performed in a Metropolitan Opera Presentation 
when Janet Collins became premiere danseuse and later, 
Marian Anderson became the first Negro to sing when she was 
cast as Ulrica in a performance of "Un Ballo in Maschera." 
Many of the operas in the standard repertoire received new 
productions, and other seldom heard ones were revived. Sever-
.... 
al of these productions, such as "Gosi Fan Tuttett and "La 
Boh~me, tt were sometimes presented in English using_ the excell-
ent translations of Ruth and Thomas Martin.. Also, many pro-
ductions utilized the services of such outstanding stage 
directors as Margaret Webster and Alfred Lunt of Broadway 
and Tyrone Guthrie of the Old Vic Theater (London). 
The Saturday afternoon broadcasts of the Metropolitan 
Opera which began in 1931 under Gatti-Casazza are still con-
tinuing during the regular season and the dream of a new 
0pera House is about to come true in the Lincoln Center for 
performing Arts which is now under construction in Lincoln 
Square. 
CHAPTER II 
AMERICAN COMPOSERS OF OPERA 
There were many native-born composers who made great 
c:ontri butions to the development of American opera. Many of 
the operas which are considered to be very significant are 
discussed in this chapter. Each composer is treated separately 
in chronological order. 
'I'he operas written by the earlier group of ro mposers 
were largely imitative in character. They were patterned 
after the ones imported from Europe and, indeed, many of them 
had to depend on European opera houses for their initial,pro-
ductions before receiving an American performance. This fac-
tor figured greatly in their not continuing in good favor ~lth 
the public after the novelty had worn off. 
However, with the development of the civic opera compan-
ies, the opera workshops and opera departments in many colleges 
and universities, the more recent composers have many more 
opportunities to see their works performed in all types of 
productions ranging from adequate to the most elaborate. This 
has resulted in composers being able to see their shortcomiJ!lgs 
and correct them. Thus, they can develop their .own style 
which is American in character and not imitative of the Euro-
pean style. 
· William Henry Fry {1813-18641 has been called "The 
Father of American Operan of a serious type. He was music 
editor of the New York ttTribunen and when quite young, he 
tried his hand at many forms of vocal and instrumental compo-
sitions. One of his overtures won a gold medal and was given 
public performance by the Philadelphia Philharmonic Society •. 
His first opera "Leonoran was written in 1845 with English 
text. It was produced that year at the Chestnut Street 
Theater in Philadelphia and has the distinction of being con-
sidered the first publicly performed grand opera composed b3r 
a native American. It was modeled on the styles of Donizetti and 
Meyerbeer with some of the airs being also derived from Bul-
wer's "Lady of Lyons.n Excepting the hero and heroine, the 
characters were changed and the place and period were trans-
ferred from France in the era of the revolution to Spain in 
the time of the early .American conquests. It was rgrand opera 1 
according to the most approved Italian recipe, complete with 
coloratura arias, recitatives, choruses and ensemble numbers. 
Fry spent some time in Europe, and, while there, tri·ed 
to have "Lenora" produced in Paris at this own expense but 
was told by the director of the Paris Opera that America was 
looked upon as an industrial country--excellent for the elec-
tric telegraph but not for art. 
In 1858, New York had its first taste of native Ameri-
can opera when llLenoran was produced at the Academy of Music; 
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however, this performance was in Italian which shows what a 
foothold opera in foreign languages had already gotten in 
this country. 
"Notre Dame de Paris, n a grand opera in four acts, wc:Ls 
completed in 1863. The libretto was written by the composer's 
brother, Joseph R. Fry, and was an adaption of Hugo's great 
historical romance of the same name. _It was first performed 
at the American Academy of Music of Philadelphia in 1864. 
This premier also attracted attention abuoad since Fry had 
spent-several years in London and Paris as a correspondent 
and representative of the N!ew York "Tribune. n No other opera 
had been so elaborately given in America. In one scene near-
ly three hundred persons were on the stage at the same time .• 
New costumes and scenery had been prepared. This opera had 
seven performance~ in Philadelphia,then later had a success-
ful run in New York. 
George F. Bristow (l825-l898) was the next American 
composer to have works performed on the program of the Phila-
delphia Philharmonic Society. His opera, "Rip Van Winkle," 
is a grand romantic opera in three acts. It was premiered 
at Niblo 1 s Garden on Broadway, N.ew York, in September 185·§. 
The libretto wa~ by Jonathan H. Wainwright and was later re-
vised py J. H. Shannon. It was arranged from Irvingt:s tale 
with added love scenes and other episodes and introduces 
triumphant marches, soldier choruses and patriotic songs. 
There is some spoken dialogue. The critics thought the music 
to be conventiona.l and undistinguished and lacking in variety 
' of emotional expression with its principal merits being found 
in its orchestration. However, the opera was enthusiastica1JLy 
received by the public and by the end of October, it had had 
seventeen performances. 
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John Knowles Paine (1839~1906) was the first native 
composer to completely assimilate and satisfactorily create 
in the great classical forms.l In America, he studied with 
Kotzschmar, the German, who had come here to live. Later, he 
went to Germany where he studied organ, composition and comlter-
point under Haupt, Teschner and Wieprecht. He toured Germany 
as an organist and when he returned to America, he was appoin-
ted as organist and music director at Harvard and gradually 
introduced music courses there. These led to the founding 
of the Music School where he taught so many of those who were 
to become creators of American music that he became known as 
"The Father of American Composers." 
The opera, t:tAzara, n was Paine ts last large work. He 
wrote the libretto himself. It is an adaption of the poetic 
old French Trouvere tale, "Aucassin and Nicholette." However, 
~espite repeated efforts, it never had a stage presentation .. 
There was a concert performance with piano accompaniment in 
1903, and another in 1907 by the Cecilia Society of Boston, 
with orchestra, chorus and soloists, conducted by B. J. Lang. 
The ballet music had been played at a Boston Symphony Concert 
in 1900. There was a plan to produce ttAzaran at the Metro-
politan when it was under Conriedfs management, btlt foreign 
domination of opera in America was so great that the plan was 
1Hipsher, Edward Ellsworth, American Opera and Its 
C:omposers (Philadelphia:: 'Rheodore Presser G·ompany, 1927 and 
1934)' p. 351. 
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Reginald DeKoven {1859-1920); was taken to England at 
an early age. He graduated from Oxford University in 1879. 
He then ·went to the Continent to resume his musical study 
which he had begun as a child in the United States. There he 
studied piano, singing, harmony and composition with various 
teachers in Frankfort, Stuttgart, Florence and, finally, com-
position with Genee in Vienne and with Delibes in Paris. 
From these last two he learned the technique of comic opera~ 
He then returned to America and served as music critic both 
in Chicago and in New York. 
Before essaying his first grand opera, DeKoven composed 
a series of successful light operas. The first was, ncupid, 
Hymen and Company, tt' on which rehearsals were started by a 
company which disbanded before the first performance. His 
next light opera was, ttThe Begum," which was produced by the 
McCaull Opera Company in Philadelphia in 1887. It became a 
popular favorite and was perhaps the first successful American 
work of its type. This was followed by, "Don Quixote,n 
which was first produced in Boston in 1889 by a light opera 
group called the Bostonians. 
His most successful light opera was, ttRobin Hood.n It 
was presented in Chicago by the Bostonians in 1890 and soon 
was widely known and liked both in the United States and Abroad. 
This score contains two of his most enduring songs, ttBrown 
October Alen and no Promise Me.n This work achieved more than 
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three thousand successive performances and established 
DeKovents reputation very firmly. 
Among the other light operas he wrote were, tt.The Knicker-
bockers" (1893), ttThe Algerian" (1893), ttRob Royn (1894}, 
"The Highwaymann (1897), "Maid Mariantt (1901)., ttRed Feather" 
(1903), 11 The Golden Butterflyn (1907), ttThe Beauty Spotn 
(1909), and "Her Little Highnessn (1913). 
It was after these success:es that DeKoven had a desire 
to try grand opera also. His first such effort was ttThe Canter-
bury Pilgrims,n a grand opera in four acts with the libretto 
by Percy Mackaye.. It was a rewriting of the play of the same 
name based on an incident in Chaucerts nc;anterbury Tales. n 
The music is popular in character and flows freely and easily 
in well approved formulas. It is characteristic of DeKoven. 
There are sonorous and rhythmical choruses in the opening and 
the first and third act finales and a marchlike chorus at the 
end. There are less:er concerted pieces of a lesser sort. 
There are waltz tunes and other dance rhythms. The orchestra 
has an almost continuous melodic flow. Some vocal, as well. 
as orchestral, melodies have real charm. He has used no 
"leading motives,n but has adopted a method of "recurrent 
themesn 1r1hich frequently appear almost unchanged. The orches-
tration is strickingly good; it is transparent, rich and dis-
creet, and often finely colored. This opera was produced in 
1917 by ·the Metropolitan Opera Company in New York with 
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Arthur Endanzky conducting and was repeated there four more 
times during the season. It was presented in Philadelphia ·by 
the same company and received more favorable comment from the 
press than any other serious American opera up to that time. 
The favorable reception given to "The Canterbury Pil-· 
grimsn encouraged DeKoven to write another grand opera. This 
was accomplished with ttRip Van Winklett which was commissioned 
by Camp~nini of the Chicago Opera Company and given its 
premiere performance by·· that company on January 2, 1920. The 
librettist was again Percy Mac kaye and the story was based on 
the Washington Irving legend. The music aptly illustrates 
the story and is particularly well written for the voices. 
Mackaye, in the librett:o, has given opportunities for charming 
song forms which are skillfully woven into the opera. The 
music often borders on operetta style and feeling. Two more 
performances were scheduled and long lines of people stood in 
the street for the advance ticket sale.. The first New York 
performance was given at the Lexington Theater by the Chicago 
:Opera Company on January 30, 1920, a few days after IDeKovents 
death. The audience was enthusiastic and even the critics 
. were very pleased although the libret~ist was criticized for 
making so many changes in the legend. However, after DeKoven~s 
death, it was not produced in Boston or the other cities on 
the Chicago Opera Gompanyts itinerary. 
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Horatio W. Parker (1863-1919} received his early train-
ing in piano and organ from his mother and later studied har-
mony, piano and composition in Boston with Stephen A. Emory, 
John Orth and George Chadwick, respectively. In 1882, he 
jou:rneyed to Munich, Germany, to study for three years under 
Rheinberger at the Royal School of MUsic. When he retuxned 
to America, he settled in New York as a church organist, tea-
cher at the National Conservatory, and music director at 
St. Paul's and St. Maryts Schools at Garden City, Long Tsland. 
In 1893, he became organist at Trinity Church in Boston and 
the following year became a member of the faculty at Yale Uni-
ver$ity and later Dean of the ~ale Music School. 
In 1911, Rarker entered the competition :fostered by t•·he 
Metropolitan Opera Company for an opera in English by an Ameri-
can composer. He won the ten thousand dollar prize for his 
opera, ttMona,n with a libretto by Brian Hooker, a professor 
of English at Yale and C.olumbia Universities. The story deals 
with the theme of love versus patrr±otism, for Mona is a prin-
cess of Britain at the time of the Roman conquest who falls 
in love with the son of the Roman governor and yet cannot 
stifle her hatred for the invaders of her country. It is a 
symp~onic opera, with very little that is truly vocal. Its 
sound musicianship has never been questioned but it never be-
came popular because it was too; unmelodic and not very drama-
tic. It contains some well-written academic music. ttMonan 
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was produced for the first time at the Metropolitan Opera 
House on March 14, 1912. It received only a few performance~s 
that season and was never revived. 
In 1913, the National Federation of Music Clubs 
announced a prize of ten thousand dollars for an American 
opera and this, also, was won by Parker for his three-act 
opera, "Fairyland." Again the librettist was Brian Hooker. 
This opera received six performances at the Biennial meeting 
of.the Federation.in Los Angeles in 1915 and has not been 
heard since. The score is now in the Yale Library. 
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Eleanor Everest Freer fl864-1943) received her early 
musical training from her father, C:orneli us Ev.erest who was 
a noted theorist, organist, teacher and conductor. Her 
mother was a singer. At four, she showed signs of being a 
prodigy pianist but thi~ was not encouraged by her parents. 
At eighteen, she went to Paris for three years where she had 
voice lessons under Marchesi, diction and composition under 
Benjamin G:odard and coaching of songs with Massenet, Widor · 
and Bemberg. Some of her fell.ow students were Melba, Nevada, 
Calve and Eames. At the death of her father, she returned to 
Philadelphia where she opened a studio as the first certified 
American teacher of the Marchesi method. Later she spent 
some time in New York where she was married after which she 
spent seven years in L.eipzig. Some time later after returning 
to Chicago she had five years of guidance from Bernhard Zeihn .• 
She began a campaign for vocal music in the vernacular 
as being a necessary step toward the progress of musical art .. 
in America. To this end she set to music more than one hun-
dred and fifty standard English poems, a song-cycle compris-
ing the entire forty-four nsonnets from the Portuguese" by 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and ten operas. She organized 
the Opera in our Language Foundation and later the David 
Bispham Memorial Fund which were jointly incorporated in 1925 
as the American Opera Society of Chicago. 
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Mrs. Freer's first opera was nT.he Legend of the Piper .. n 
It was a musical sett.ing o:f a portion of Josephine Peabody's 
poetic drama, UThe Piper,n which in 1910 had won the Shake-
speare Prize at Stratford-on-Avon and which in turn was based 
on Robert Browning's poem. This one-act opera deals with the 
legend o:f the Piper o:f Hamelin who piped away the rats and 
the children. It was :first produced at South Bend, Indiana 
by the music department of the Progress Club under the direc-
tion of Olive Maine who had formerly sung with the Chicago 
Opera Company. Later it was presented at Central Theater in 
Chicago by the American Theater for Musical Productions, at 
Temple Theater, Lincoln, Nebraska, and elsewhere. For this 
opera, Mrs. Freer received in 1924 the Bispham Memorial Medal. 
nMassimilliano, n ortt1rh.e Court Jester" is a second opE~ra 
by Mrs. Freer, in one act and two scenes with an Intermezzo .• 
The libretto, by Elia W. Peattie, is founded on the old theme 
o:f a lover of low degree who hopelessly worships the lady of 
noble birth. The scene is a luxurious Courtroom of the D'ogt9's 
Palace in Venice in the fifteenth century. The :first perform-
ance was at the Temple Theater of Lincoln, N'ebraska, in 192?, 
by the Opera School of the University of Nebraska and the 
second presentation was in Philadelphia by the Philadelphia 
Operatic Society. 
Other operas by Mrs. Freer include the following: 
nT.he Chilkoot Maidenn with its scene in Skagway, the ttFlower 
City of Alaska .. n Mrs. Freer wrote the libretto herself and 
' the premiere was held at Skagway in 1927. It is based on 
the legend of Chule, a brave, wild, reckless hunter of the 
Chilkoot tribe, and his beautiful, dark-eyed sweetheart, 
Skugway, and Dugek, the nwoman of Mystery,n and their ani-
mosity toward the '~White Men. n Words and music are admirably 
wedded. There are lovely rhythms and a somewhat straight-
forward harmonic style inte~spersed with Indian themes. It 
has coherence, spirit, impetus and a sense of the dramatic. 
tt.A. Christmas Talen (1929) was adapted from a French 
play of the same name by Maurice Boucher. It is the story 
of Jacqueline and her husband, Pierre, who leaves her alone 
while he sits in the wine shop drinking. Statues of St. Rose 
and St. Nicholas, which he has carved, come to life and affect 
his redemption through gifts of Christmas toys for his daugh-
ter. It is a fanciful book and has a score of exquisite 
beauty. 
"A 11egend of Spain" (1931), libretto by Mrs. Freer, 
was founded on a legend of the town of Archedonia in the time 
of Ferdinand and Isabella. Queen Isabella invades the Moor-
ish Kingts castle.. He ki.ibls himself and Isabella takes over 
the castle. The Virgin again appears to show her where to 
find a buried treasure. 
''The Masque of Pandoran (1933) was an adaption of the 
poetic work of LongfelJLew. It was on a classic theme with a 
Greek setting;. 
nJoan of Arc,n based on the life of the Maid of 
Orleans, is in three scenes and emphasizes her divine call 
to service. 
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ttPreciosa,tt in one act and three scenes, is based on 
Longfellow's tl A Spanish Student. n It is the story of the 
daughter of a Spanish nobleman who was stolen while a baby 
by an old gypsy woman. .She is later reunited with her father. 
TTFrithio.fn is an opera in two acts and three scenes, 
with its text adapted from the poem, "Frithiof's Saga,n by 
Esaias Tegner of Sweden.. It is based on a Norse legend. 
nLittle Womenn (1934), in two acts, is based on 
L.ouisa May Alcott's famous book ... 
Frederick s. Converse (1871-1940) studied in Boston 
and in Germany and was for many years on the staff of the 
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New England Conservatory of Music, at first as a professor 
of composition and later as Dean of the Faculty. His opera, 
"The Pipe of Desire,n was the first American opera to be pro-
duced at the Metropolitan Opera House in 1910 and was also 
the first opera to be sung there in English during the regular 
season. The libretto is by George Edward Barton. This opera 
was called by the authors, "A Romantic Grand Opera in One AGt. n 
It was the composer t s first att.empt to create a serious vocal 
work on a large scale although he had written many composi-
tions in various other mediums. It was completed in 1905 ru1d 
the first performance was held in Boston 1 s Jordan Hall in 
1906. The chorus was from the Opera School of the New England 
Conservatory of Music and fifty players from the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra supported the performance. The conductor 
was Mr. Wallace Goodrich. 
One of the most important events of the second season 
of the Boston Opera Company in 1911 was that on which the 
second opera by F~ S. Converse was produced for the first 
time. Phis opera was called, nThe Sacrifice,n andwas an 
adaption from a tale, nnelores,n in a volume of memo±rs, ttLos 
@ringos, or An Inside View of Mexico and California, with 
Wanderings in Peru, Chili and Polynesia, n by Lt. Henry A. 
Wise, U.S.A. The composer was his own librettist, with 
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lyrics supplied by John Macy. This opera is in three acts 
and the plot is full of movement and contrast. At the time 
of its production, critical opinion agree<lr that it was the 
best opera which had been created in the United States. 
The third opera by Converse was "The Irnmigrantsn 
written to a librett,o by Percy Mackaye, adapted from his own 
lyric drama of the same name. It is on a theme distinctly 
American and full of dramatic possibilities. It was w-ritten 
on a commission from the Ebston Opera Company for the season 
1914-1915 but World War I prevented its being produced. 
However, it has the distinction of having been the first 
serious opera written in America by commission. 
A fourth work for the stage, nslnbad the Sailor, n m s 
also not been produced. This is a grand opera of rather fan-
tastic and humorous quality which, like the third one, uses 
Mackaye as the librettist. The plot is a blending of' ttBeauty 
and the Beast,n nsinbad," ttThe Forty Thieves" and other 
amusing and delightful features of the Arabian Nights tales~ 
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Arthur Nevin (1871-1943} received his first musical 
instruction from his father who was locally prominent as a 
musician and composer of political oo ngs, at their home in 
Edgewood, Pennsylvania. His older.brother, Ethelbert, also 
became a nationally prominent musician and composer. 
In 1889, Arthur entered the New England Conservatory 
of Music where for four years he studied singing and theory •. 
After that, he went to Berlin where he remained for several 
years studying piano with Karl Klindworth and composition 
with Dtis Bardwell Boise. 
After returning to America, Nevin followed various 
musical activities until 1903 when he was invited by Walter 
McClintock, the collector of Indian lore, to spend the summer 
among the Blackfeet Indians of Montana. While gathering 
their melodies and tribal songs, the compose_r conceived the 
idea of an Indian opera based on the traditions of their hero, 
npoia, n a legend which may be called the Ghrist story of th13 
Blackfee.t. He persuaded Randolph Hartley to collaborate with 
him on the poetic book for his opera and for nearly three 
years they devoted their combined talents, including another 
summer with the Indians, to the grand opera, ttPoia.n 
After receiving no encouragement for a home production 
of their opera, they decided to try for a production at the 
Royal Opera House in Berlin. The process proved to be very 
involved. First, it had to please unanimously three judges 
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who passed only on the libretto; after this, three more 
judges had to agree unanimously on the music. If it passed 
these two sets of judges, the head of the opera then had to 
decide whether it would be a financial success. . After more 
than a year, "Poian was accepted for a production which was 
scheduled for April 1910. This was the first American opera 
of real importance to be presented in Berlin. The royal 
family was present for the premi~re. The opera received fotrr 
performances, which was the usual number.per season at that 
opera house. The first two were sold out even before the 
tickets officially went on sale. 
Native melodies have been introduced into the score 
of "Poia,n but in such a manner that they become an integr~l 
part of its t exture.. Also, one entire liPrayer to the Sun, 
Moon and Morning Star,n has been incorporated into the libretto. 
However, in both music and text the aim has been not s0 much 
to reproduce the actual music and words of the Indians as to 
create, through the use of figures of speech and musical 
idioms, an art work which would interpret the Indian in his 
life and manner of thought, and at the same time to mold the 
work to the requirements of the operatic stage. 
nA Daughter of the Forestn is a one-act opera which 
was outlined by Nevin and Hartley while negotiations were 
pending f0r the production of "Poian at Berlin. It was first 
named "Twilight" and as auch was accepted in 1911 at the 
Metropolitan of New York, was cast and put into rehearsal, 
but through a misunderstanding not produced. Under a new 
name, UA Daughter of the Forest,n the work was accepted by 
the Chicago Opera Association with Gampanini as General1 
Director, and was produced at the Auditorium in January, 19lg. 
It was an American opera, in plot and authorship, and inter-
preted by an American cast. 
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Henry K. Hadley (l8'7l-l937J began his piano and violin 
training with his father who was a music director in the pub-
lic schools of Somerville, Massachusetts. He began compos-
ing at an early age and later attended the New England Conser-
vatory of Music where he studied with Stephen Emery and George 
W. Chadwick among others. Afterwards he was made conductor 
of the Laura Schirmer - Mapleson Opera Company with which he 
toured the United States. Later he went to Vienna to study 
counterpoint and composition with Mandyc:zewski. Re returned 
to the States and became music director at St. Paulls School 
in Garden Gity, Long Island. During this time, he composed 
many works which were performed both in the United States 
and abroad. In 1904, he went abroad again and remained 
there for five years composing and conducting his own works 
in various cities. In his last year there, he became one of 
the conductors at the Stadt-Theater of Mayence--the first 
American to hold such a position in Germany. While there he 
produced his one-act opera, nsafien and it was performed 
several times. The libretto was by Edward Oxenford. 
Returning to America, he served as conductor of the 
Seattle Symphony Orchestra for several years then he went to 
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra in the same capacity. 
In ]912, he wrote the musical score for nThe Atonement af Pan, n 
a masque which was presented at the ttHigh Jinks 11 of the 
California Bohemian Glub. This was practically an opera. 
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N;ext was nAzora, Baughter o.f Montezuma," which dealt 
with the Aztecs o.f Mexico in the fifteenth century. The 
libretto was by David Stevens. This three-act opera had its 
first performance by the Chicago Opera Company in the Auditor-
ium in December 1917 and was repeated twice in January 1918, 
then, a couple of weeks later, the Chicago Company presented 
it in N;ew York at the Lexington Theater. 
In 1918, the Hinshaw Prize of one thousand dollars was 
given .for an American opera to be produced by the Society of 
American Singers. This was won by Hadley with a one-act opera 
called, nBianca.n Grant Stewart adapted the libretto from 
Goldoni 1 s comedy, ttThe Mistress o.f the Inn." ~Jlhe Society per-
formed it at the Park Theater in N.ew York with Maggie 'I'eyte in 
the title role .. 
Later that same year, Hadley abandoned work on "The Gar-
den o.f Al1ah" and left it unfinished turning his attention to 
nc,leopatra ts Night, n a two-act ope:ra. The libretto was adap-
ted by Alice Jb.eal Poll0ck from Gautier's story, »Une Nuit d~~ 
Cleop~tre." It received its first production at the Metropoli-
tan Opera House in 1920, was repeated three times that season 
and was presented three more times the .folloWing season. 
Many critics called it the most colorful American opera that 
had been produced up to that time and its score was rich in 
atmospheric treatment yet contained singable melodies and de-
tachable numbers. It was presented over the air in 1929 by 
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the National Broadcasting Company. 
In the spring of 1925, Hadley received the David 
Bispham Memorial Medal in recognition of his notable achieve-
ments in the creation of American Opera. His last operatic 
work was, ttA Night in Old Paris, n a one-act af:t:air which was 
produced over the radio by the National Broadcasting Company 
in February 1933. 
Hadley is also remembered as the founder of the 
National Association for American Composers ana Conductors 
which, in turn, sponsored the Henry Hadley Memorial Library 
of music by contemporary American composers. 
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:t¥Iary Gar:t! Moore (18"73-1957) was rorn in Memphis, 
Tennessee, and began piano lessons when she was seven years 
old. At twelve, she moved to California and there began the 
study of singing and theory. Her theory teacher for six years 
was her uncle, John Rarraden Pratt, well-known composer and 
organist. Her first published song was written when she was 
only sixteen. 
ttThe Dracle,n a light opera in three acts, was pro-
duced in 1894 in San Francisco; and in 1902 it was given three 
times in Seattle, each time with the composer singing the 
leading role. 
ttThe Flaming Arrow," written to a libretto by her mother, 
Sarah Pratt Carr, is an Indian Intermezzo in one act and wi.th 
three characters. It was first produced in the Auditorium of 
the Country Club, San Francisco, in 1922: with the composer con-
ducting the orchestra. It was repe.ated in 1923 for the Pacif-
ic Musical Society. It was performed at Walla Walla, Washing-
ton, in 1925 and 1926, and at the Yakima (Washington) Musical 
Festival in 1926 and 1927. Revised and amplified to include 
two more characters, a larger orchestra and a small chorus, 
and with the sub-title, "Or The Shaft of Kupishtaya," it won 
a prize offered by the Los Angeles Opera and Fine Arts Club 
and was produced in 1927 under their sponsorship. It re-
ceived other performances in Los Angeles in 1933. 
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ttMemories, u an operatic idyl, ran for a searo n at the 
Orpheum in Seattle and was also on the Keith circuit. 
ttNarcissa, rt is purely an American work in both subject 
and treatment. The book is by Sarah Pratt Garr. It deals 
with a theme dear to the Northwest, the journey of the 
missionary, Marcus Whitman, to Washington, to thwart the trans-
fer of that territory to Britain, and the subsequent massacre 
of himself and wife by the Indians. The opera had four per-
formances at the Moore Theater in Seattle in 1912. It was 
revived for California's Diamond Jubilee Celebration at San 
Fr.ancisco in 1925, when it was prepared and conducted by the 
composer and had nine presentations to crowded houses. This 
was the first grand opera to be written, staged and directed 
by an American woman. '.!?he music allotted to the Indians em·-
ploys the five tone scale as a basis. There are also Indian 
rhythms and authentic Indian themes. nNarcissa" was performed in 
Los Angeles at the Philharmonic Auditorium in the late l940~s, 
according to the personal recollection of Pauline Alderman 
who was present at the performance. 
"Rizzio" is a grand opera in two acts, based on the 
tragic end of David Rizzio, the faithful Italian secretary 
of Mary, Queen of Scots •. The libretto is by Emanuel Mapleson 
Browne, a son of the famous singer, Celestina Boninsegns, and 
an English father. It is in Italian because the subject is 
Italian and it was created for a promised production in Italy. 
It was first performed in 1922 at the Shrine Auditorium of 
Los Angeles. 
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Other operas include tt'Jfue Leper,n a one-act musical 
tragedy. "Love and the Sorcerer, tt an opera with a French 
text by Eleanor Flaig, is based on a sixteenth century Pro-
vincial legend. ttLos Rubios, tt an opera in three acts, with 
an orchestral prelude which was written at the request of the 
directors of the Recreation Department of Los Angeles for the 
one hundred fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the 
npueblo de Los Angeles, n deals with the early history of their 
city. Bits of authentic Indian themes and Spanish folk melo-
dies are used to evoke period color and character~ 
In 1930, Mrs. Moore received the David Bispham Memorial 
Medal of the American Opera Society of Chicago for her nNarcissa. n 
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Harry Lawrence Freeman (1875- ) was born in Cleve-
land, Ohio of Negro parents. His mother possessed an un-
usually beautiful voice. At the age of seven, he could pick 
out songs and melodiestby ear,' filling in the harmony in 
many different ways, depending upon the mood of the moment. 
His early training consisted only of lessons on the organ and 
sight-singing in the public schools. He was very prolific, 
hqving composed more than two hundred songs and his first two 
operas before he had ever had a lesson in theory or composi·-
tion. He also served as his own librettist for his works. 
Professor Johann Beck, founder and first conductor of the 
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, was his only instructor in 
theory, composition and orchestration and he studied piano with 
Edwin Schonert. 
Freeman's first opera, "The Martyr,tt in two acts, was 
completed in 1893 and was first performed by the Freeman 
Grand Opera Company, in the Deutches Theater of Denver, Colo-
rado.. It received subsequent performances by the same company 
in Chicago; at the German Theater of Cleveland, Ohio; again 
in Chicago at Weber 1 s Theater; and also at Wilberforce (Ohio) 
University. 
nzuluki,n an opera in three acts, with scenes laid in 
Africa, was finished in 1898. ttAn African Kraaln (l903) is 
a one-act opera with its scene in Zululand. nThe Octoroontt 
(1904) , in four acts with a Prologue, is an adaption of a 
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story o:f the same name by M. E. Braddon. ttValdon (1905) is 
a one-act epera with Intermezzo based on an original plot. 
Its scene is laid in Mexico and it was :first performed at 
Weisgerber 1 s Hall o.:f Cleveland, Ohi0. nThe Tryst" (1909}, in 
one act, was .:first per:formed at the Crescent Theater of New 
York. ttThe Prophecytt (1911) is a one-act opera with its 
scene in America. nvoodoott (1914) is in three acts with its 
action in Louisiana. ttThe Plantationn (1915), in three acts, 
and nAthalian (1916), in three acts with Prologue, both have 
their scenes in America. nvendetta,n in three adts, with 
action in Mexico was completed in 1923 and the same year it 
was per.:form?d :for one week at the La:fayette Theater in New 
York. 
Mr .. Freeman also composed a jazz grand opera called, 
nThe Flappertt (1929) and a tetralogy, nchaka,n tt']fue Ghost 
Wolves,n tt'Ji'he Storm Witchn and nNada.n In addition, he wro·te 
nuzziahn with its libretl:io by Florence Lewis Speare and ttLeah 
Kle schna, n based on the play o:f c .. M. S. Mc,Clellan which was 
completed in 1931. 
In recognition of the merits o:f trVoodoon and "The 
Octoroon,'t Mr. Freeman received the Harmon Award for JJ.-930. 
His tl']he Martyrtt was the :first opera ever written and produced 
entirely by Negro talent. 
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C;larence Cameron White (1880- J ,, a N'egro violinist, 
studied violin at the Oberlin Conservatory of Music under 
Zacharewitsch, composition under Goleridge-Taylor in London, 
and orchestration under Raoul Laparra in Paris. While in 
London, he was first violinist of the String Players ~lub 
which was one of the finest string ensembles in Europe. He 
wrote many compositions for violin which have been played by 
:famous violinists such as Kreisler and Spaulding and his 
string quartets have been played by many major ensembles. In 
1929, White received the first prize of four hundred dollars 
and a gold medal :from the Harmon Foundation of New York for 
his achievements as soloist and composer. In 1932, he com-
pleted his grand opera, ttQuangan while on a grant from the 
Jiulius Rosenwald Formdation of New York., The libretto is by 
John F. Matheus. 'lfue story derives from the historical events 
in Haiti under the rule of King Dessalines whose efforts to 
free his people from the Voodoo rites bring on rebellion, 
his own downfall and his death by revolting soldiers. Selec-
tions from ttQuangan were performed in November 1932 at the 
Three Arts Club of Chicago, at which time the composer re-
ceived the Bispham Medal of the American Opera Society of 
Chicago. In May 1956, this opera was presented at the Metro-
politan Opera House in New York by the National Negro Opera 
C'ompany under the management of Mary Caldwell Dawson. It was 
given in semi-dramatic form with the principals acting their 
parts and the chorus stationary in the background. The role 
of Dessalines was taken by McHenry Boatwright. The presenta-
tion was so favorably received that this same group gave 
several more performances in the fall of the same year at 
which time the leading female role was taken by Muriel Rahn .. 
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Charles Wakefield Cadman (1881-1946) was born in 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania. His ancestry was musical; his great 
grandfather (Samuel Wakefield) built the first pipe organ 
west of the Alleghenies and was a hymnologist, composer of 
sacred music and author of a book on harmony. He began his 
musical training at the age of thirteen when his family ac-
quired a piano. He studied organ and harmony in Pittsburgh 
with Leo Oehmler, orchestration with Luigi von Kunits, and 
instrumentation with Emil Paur, then conductor of the Pitts-
burg Symphony Orchestra. He wrote many songs and other 
pieces which began to be published around 1904 and several 
comic operas had local performancese In 1909, he visited a 
Reservation of the Omaha tribe of Nebraska and made phono-
graph records of a great deal of Indian tribal music. This 
itensified his interest in Indian music and in subsequent 
compositions he frequently incorporated Indian themes and 
styles. He had a charm±ng gift of melody and an easy tech-
nique in orchestration. The Society for the Encouragement 
of American music was founded by Cadman and he organized its 
first festival in Los Angeles in 1915. 
nnonnan is an American Indian Idyl, or Pastoral which 
was completed in 1912. It is based on an Indian story written 
by Francis La Flesche of the Omaha~,and founded on a true 
Omaha tale. The theme is the Friendship Vow - as sacred 
among the Omahas as the marriage vows. 
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nThe Garden of Mysteryn has its plot drawn from Haw-
thorne's short story, ttRappaccini 1 s Daughter,n and was finished 
in 1916. It had its world premiere in 1925 at c,arnegie HalJ~, 
New York. This was probably the second absolutely native 
American operatic performance. Hawthorne, author of the orig-
inal story; Mignon Eberhart, who transformed it into an opera 
libretto; and Cadman, the composer, all were born in America. 
The same was true of the cast, orchestra, conductor and stage 
personnel. Before its performances, Cadmants more recently 
composed nshanewistt had.been produced, also with an all-American 
personnel in Chicago in 1922. 
nshanewistt is the story of an educated Indian girl and 
is full of human interest. The first performance was given 
by the Metropolitan Opera Company in 1918 and four more per-
formances were presented this season; and, the follo~ing sea-
son, it was presented three times, thus, becoming the first 
American opera to achieve a second season at the Metropolitan. 
It was first presented in Chicago by the American Grand Opera 
Company in 1922 and again the next season under the patrunage 
of the Opera in Our Language Foundation. It was given two 
performances in Denver in 1924 and, in the same year, at a 
concert performance at the Oak Park Club in Chicago, Mr. Cadman 
received the David Bispham Memorial Medal. There were ssveral 
other performances in San Francisco, Hollywood Bowl and other 
cities as well as over the National Broadcasting Company 
·• 
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network in 1928 and 1930. 
"·The Sunset Trail, n an 0peratic cantata, had its world 
premiere at the Municipal Auditorium of Denver in 1922 and 
ha<i fG)ur staged performances at Kilburn Hall, Rochester, 
New York in 1926 with Dr. Howard Hanson conducting. 
n A Witch of Salemtt was devoid of the Indian idiom. It 
had a gala performance in Jl928 by the Ghicage Civic Opera 
Company at the Shrine Auditorium ef Los Angeles and it ran 
for two years at the Chicago Opera House during Mary Gardents 
administration. It also had presentations in New York • 
Deems Taylor (1885- ) was born and educated in 
New York Gi ty. He began piano lessons at ten and, a f' ew years 
af'ter graduating from college, he studied harmony and counter-
point with Oscar Goon while at the same time he worked as a 
journalist. In composition and orchestration, he has been, 
f'or the most part, self' -taught. While still a student at 
New York University, he wrote burlesques of' grand operas wfuich 
were produced at student gatherings. He wrote the music f'or 
f'our comic operas with texts by William LeBaron, li brett.ist 
of' norange Blossoms.n One of' these, "The Echo,n was actualJly 
perf'ormed on Broadway. 
After holding various newspaper and magazine positions, 
he was made music critic of' the tlN'ew York World. n During 
this period, he continued with his composing and won the 1912 
orchestral prize of' the N:ati.onal Federation of' Music Clubs. 
In 1925, the Metropolitan Opera Company commissioned him and 
Edna St. Vincent Millay to write an opera f'o~ its use. The 
two spent many weeks toying with the idea of' a setting of' 
nsnow White and the Seven Dwar:t:s. n EventualJLy Miss Millay 
abandoned the notion, choosing instead a story f'rom the Anglo-
Saxon chronicle which she called ttThe King 1 s Henchman.n Work 
was begun on it and the f'ollowing year Taylor resigned his 
newspaper position to devote his time entirely to composition. 
Then he and Miss Millay went to Paris where work was completed 
on the opera. 
\ 
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tt']fue King t s Henchman n is a romantic, lyric drama in 
three acts. It was first performed in 1927 at the Metre-
politan Opera House and proved to be one of the major events 
of that musical season. The text is based on old Anglo-Saxon 
words but, in spite of this, it is singable •. It is the story 
of AEthelwold sent by King AEdgar of England to fetch AEfrida 
for his queen. AEthelwold falls in love with her and marries 
her himself. When AEdgar comes for a visit, AEthelwold re-
morsefully kills himself with a dagger. 
Though the libretto has a striking resemblance te"Tris-
tan and Isolden and though the score has some obvious Wagnerian 
0vertones (particularly in the·use of the leitmotif, and in 
the rich orchestration), n·The Kingts Henchmann was no imita-
tive opera. The music was Taylorts own: - refined, cultured, 
sensitive, beautiful. One critic referred to it as the best 
American opera he had heard, the writing of an expert crafts-
man. The audience liked the opera, too. There were many cur-
tain calls at the end of the first act and a twenty minute 
ovation at the close of the performance. It received several 
other performances at the Metropolitan this season and in the 
two subsequent seasons thus becoming the first American work 
to retain a place in the repertoire of the Metropolitan Opera 
Company for a third season. On a tour of the East and Middle 
West during the 1927-1928 season, The Kingts Henchman Opera 
Company gave 90 performances. It was also presented by the 
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Pennsylvania Grand Opera Company at Reading, Pennsylvania in 
1928, and by the Vassar Philalethean Association of Poughkeep-
sie, New York in 1929. Mr. Taylor also in this year received 
the Bispham Medal of the American Opera Society of Chicago. 
The success of "The Kingrs H.enchmann led the Metropolitan 
to commission ~aylor to write a second opera. This time the 
composer went . .for his material to the George du Maurier novel, 
"Peter Ibbetson." The libretto was prepared by Taylor himself 
in collaboration with the actress Constance Collier. 'Jfuis opera 
had its world premieredin 1931, at the Metropolitan Opera House, 
with Edward Johnson in the title role. It had a lavish pro-
duction and became'the thirteenth American work to be given 
by the Metropolitan Opera fi.!ompany. At the same time it es-
tablished Deems Taylor as the .first American composer to have 
a second work presented by that organiz~ion. Like its pre-
decessor, npeter Ibbetsontt was successful with the audiences·, 
and was heard sixteen times in .four seasons at the Metropoli-
tan besides being presented in several other cities. It also 
received several performances in 1931 by the Ravinia Park 
Opera Company (Chicago}. In December, 1933, "Peter Ibbetson" 
made history when it opened the New York season of the Metro-
politan--the .first time that an American opera, or one in our 
own language, had achieved this distinction. 
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A third 0pera, "Ramuntcho," was written in 1937 and 
introduceel by the Philadelphia Opera «:.ompany in February 
1942. One critic called it an effective and strikingly 
mel®dieus 0pera, full 0f signable music. 
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Douglas Moore (1893- ) was born in c.utc hoque' 
New York. Ris early education, including music lessons, be-
gan in Breoklyn. Later, at Yale University, his interests 
were de£initely turned toward music. Re received the Bachelor 
of Arts degree in 1915 and the Bachelor of Music two years 
after that. There he studied under Horatio Parker and David 
Stanley Smith. In 1919, he went to Paris to study at the 
Schola Gantorum where he was a pupil of Vincent D1Indy. He 
was also an organ pupil of Nadia Boulanger. After his re-
turn to America, he was a member of the composition class of 
Ernest Bloch. In 1925, the award of the Pulitzer Fellowship 
in Music enabled him to return to Europe for a period of 
creative work. When he came back to America, he was appointed 
a member of the music department of Columbia University. 
Afterwards, he won the Eastman School Publication Award, the 
S.P.A.~. Publication Award and, in 1934, he received a Guggen-
heim FelJl.owship. 
Moorets chamber opera, "White Wings,n was actualJ.Ly 
written in 1935, but it was not produced until 1949 when it 
was staged by the Hartt Opera Guild of Hartford, Connecticut~ 
It is based on a play by Phillip Barry that deals with the 
fate of the New York street cleaners at the turn of the 
century when the horse was driven frem the streets by the ad-
vent of the automobile. It has a lot of singable tunes and 
caricatures both nineteenth century grand opera and American 
p6>pular idioms. 
"The Headless Horsemann was writt.en especialJiy for 
performance by schools and amateur groups. It was produced 
in 1937. The book and lyrics were written by Stephen Vincent 
/ Benet. 
"The Devil and Daniel Webster" is classified as a folk 
opera because it is legendary in its s~bject matter and simple 
in its musical expression. It is in one act and based on 
the story by Stephen Vincent B~net with its scene laid in New 
Hampshire in the 1840ts. It was produced in 1939 by the Ameri-
can Lyric Theater in conjunction with the league of Composers. 
It expre~ses the simple gaiety of the country square dance, 
the lusty qualities of early New England and spirited and elo-
quent patriotism of young America. The score, straight for-
ward and vivacious, is also lyrical when it should be and 
dramatic when it needs to be. These qualities have earned 
it .frequent performances throughout the United States by 
various opera companies, universities and music schools and 
at several Festivals.. In 1953, it was selected .for a long 
run performance (July 18 to August 301 at Old Sturbridge 
Village in Massachusett.s, a rest0red replica of a New England 
village as it appeared in the early nineteenth century. It 
was planned to make this performance a permanent feature of 
the Sturbridge Festival each summer. This opera has been 
accepted as one of the mest impertant contributions to the 
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repertoire of native American operas of the past two decades. 
ttG~ants of the Earthtt is a tragic opera in three acts 
and four scenes. The libretto was adapted by Arnold Sund-
gaard from the novel by o. E. Rolvaag. It deals with the 
hazara.s, physical and mental, of pioneering on the great open 
prairies of the Dakota Territory in 1873. The first perfor-
mances were from March 28 to April 7, 1951 by the Columbia 
University Opera Workshop in New York. 
"The Ballad of Baby Doe,tt in two acts, is the saga of 
Horace Tabor, Colorado silver king, in the late nineteenth 
century. Although the plot is largely concerned with his 
personal life and the two women who dominated it, national 
figures such as President Chester A. Arthur and William 
Jennings Bryan, with his ncross of G.oldn oration, turn up in 
the opera. The libret~o was written by the late John Latouche. 
Moore 1 s score is through-composed, serious, expertly crafted 
and sometimes wittily orchestrated with several long arias 
requiring the services of gifted singers; and his style repre-
sents many years of interest in Americana. But it is con-
stantly tuneful and, on occasion, sweetly sentimental in its 
harmonies. This opera was commissioned by the Koussevitsky 
Foundation of the Library of Congress in honor of the Columbia 
" University bicentennial and had its premiere in the region 
of its setting at the Central City (CoJwrado) Opera Festival 
on July 7, 1956. So successful was the opera that three 
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Virgil ~omson {1896- ) was graduated from Harvard 
University in 1922. Re had instruction in piano, voice, 
organ, conducting and composition; some of his teachers were 
G.ebhard, Davison, Hill, Goodrich and Scalero. After gradua-
tion, he taught at Harvard for several years and officiated 
as organist and choirmaster at King's Chapel in Boston. He 
won the Naumberg and Paine Fellowships which permitted him 
to go to Paris where he studied with Nadia Boulanger. He re-
mained there several years and formed a friendship with 
Gertrude Stein, the American writer. After setting some of 
her unusual prosody to music, he asked her to write an opera 
text for him.. The result was "Four Saints in Three Actstt 
which was first produced in Hartford, Connecticut, by an or-
ganization called, llThe Friends and Enemies of Modern Music .. n 
It was performed with Smallens conducting in 1934 by an al£-
Negro cast and created a sensation. ,Then, it was taken to 
New York where it enjoyed a highly successful six-week engage-
ment. It was also performed in Chicago. What surprised the 
critics was the fact that although the text was undecipherable, 
with its endless procession of unintelligible words and 
syllables, the composer had prepared for it a score of tune-
ful and engaging music, full of lucid melodies and pleasing 
Harmonies. There were broadcast performances in 1942 and 
1947 and a hi.ghly successful revival at the Broadway Theater 
in New York in 1952. 
Another product of the Stein - Thomson collaboration 
was the opera, ttThe Mother 0f Us All,n cemrnissioned by the 
Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University and introduced 
there in 1947. The libretto is built around the career of 
Susan B. Anthony and her crusade for women s~frage. Some 
of the characters are imaginary and others are historical but 
used in an anachronistic manner. ~hey include Daniel Webster, 
AnthGny Comstock, Ulysses S. Grarit, John Adams, Lillian Russell, 
Andrew Johnson, ~haddeus Stevens and also, as narrators, 
Gertrude Stein and Virgil Thomson themselves. The New York 
music critics described the score as tTAdroit, entertaining, 
and expre·ssi ve, n with a tttheroughly indigenous flavor. n One 
month after its premiere, the opera received a special citation 
from the New York Music Critics Circle; the opera was ineligible 
for a regular award because its composer was a member of the 
Circle. 
Heward Hanson (1896- ) began his musical educati0n 
at the age of seven under his mother 1 s .guidance. The follow-
ing year he made his first att.empts at compesitien. He con-
tinued music studies while pursuing his academic work. In 
1913, he graduated from the School of Music of Luther College 
in his home town of Waheo, Nebraska, by a special dispensa-
tion as to. his age. . He continued his -'st.mlies at the Institute 
0f Musical Art in Niew York graduating in 1915 •. bld.s teachers 
included James -Friskin (piano} and Percy Goetchius {composition). 
From the Institute he went on to Northwestern UnivETsity, com-
bining academic study with that of musical compesition with 
Arne Oldberg and Peter C. Lutkin·and, at the same time, he 
acted as an instructor of harmony. Though only nineteen years 
®f age, he received his academic degree in 1916. The follow-
ing year he was appointed professor ®f Theery and ~ompa>siti®n 
at the-C®llege of the Pacific in San Jese, California. Later, 
he rose te be Dean ef the Conservatory ef Fine Arts there. 
In 1921, Ranson was awarded the Prix de Rome in the 
competition for the fell0wship at the American Academy in 
Rome and thus became the first Music Fel£ow to enter the 
Academy through this contest. He remained in Rome for three 
years.. When he returned t0 the United States in 1924, Hanson 
was appointed Director of the Eastman School of Music of the 
University 4>f Rochester. He still holds this post. 
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On a c0mmissien from the Metropolitan Opera Company, 
he c0mpesed, in 1932, the epera, "Merry Mount.» The beok, 
set in celonial N.ew England, was by Richard L. St0kes. Based 
on a fictienal account of happenings at Thoma·s M@rt®n t s 
colony at Merry MOunt, the plet of the opera deals with the 
dewnfall ef a Puritan pastor whe, in attempting t0 save the 
seul of a beautiful sinner, leses his ewn and brings death 
te both himself and her. The werld premi~re of this epera 
was presented at the Metropolitan Opera House in 1934. Criti-
cal opinien agreed that the librett0, as dramatic literature, 
is among the best with which American cemposers have been 
favered. The scere was ene of great musicianship, taste, 
and feeling; the cheral writing is masterly, and the ®rches-
tratie>n is gl0wing. Because 0f these things, the opera was 
at once acelaimed a major contribution. It was given nine 
successful performances in one season. 
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George Gershwin (1898-1937) began to study music when 
he was thirtee:n. His first piano teacher was C:harles 
Hambitzer. Later, he studied harmony with Rubin Goldmark 
and composition with Schill~ger. He taught himself orches-
tration. Gershwin's career from the very first was marked 
by a passionate ideal to bring musical significance to Ameri-
can popular music and for this reason he searched restlessly 
in the music of the masters for direction. His first song 
was published when he was eighteen. Following this, he 
wrote many popular songs and musical comedies which were pro-
duced With great success. Because he wanted to write good 
jazz music, he worked hard revising every line and phrase 
dozens of times in an effort to create an idiom that would 
be both popular and original. Beryl Rubenstein, American 
composer and pianist, startled a newspaper interviewer by 
speaking of Gershwin as ngreat" composer. A composer of' 
popular song had never before been accorded this attribute. 
The next year the singer, Eva Gauthier, included four Gersh-
win songs on one of her recitals. 
In 1923, Gershwin incorporated a somber one-act opera, 
"Blue Mondayn (later retitled nl35th Street"}, into the 
George White ts "Scandalsn for which he was writing the score. 
It was his f'irst experiment in writing jazz f'or a form larger 
than the song. This opera was dropped from the revue because 
George White felt it was too gloomy. However, it had made a 
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profound impression on the orchestra leader who was conduct-
ing the work - Paul Whiteman. He persuaded Gershwin to write 
a composition for his concert of jazz music at Aeolian Hall& 
The composition introduced at this time was "Rhapsody in 
Bluett which enjoyed instantaneous success. After this he 
wrote many more musical comedies and songs (in collaboration 
with his brother, Ira, who wrmte the lyrics). At the same 
time, he was writing serious works as well, but they were 
always in the popular idiom. ' 
Gershwin r·s greatest work was perhaps his opera, "Porgy 
and Bess," his last important effort. Somewhere qround ].929, 
he read the novel called, tt'Porgy," by DuBose Heyward, dealing 
with Negro life in Charleston, South C.arolina. Hew as attrac-
ted by the subject, saw at once its dramatic, human, and musi-
cal possibilities, and wished to make an opera out of it. 
When the novel was made into a play which had a long run on 
Broadway, Gershwin was closer to getting the libretto that he 
wanted. The libretto was finally fashioned by Heyward, with 
the composer's brother, Ira, col.Jlaborating on the lyrics. 
The summer of' 1934 was spent by Gershwin on Fol].y Island, 
about ten mi~es from ~harleston, absorbing the music and folk-
ways of' the Negroes. He attended services of the Gullah 
Negroes on nearby islands, and took part in their R•shouting. 11 
He noted the cries of the street vendors in Charleston, with 
their fascinating melodic inflections. 
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The score for "Porgy and Bess" was completed in 1935 
and it was first performed in September of that year at the 
eolonial Theater in Boston, under the auspices of the Theater 
Guild, directed by Rouben Mamoulian and co~ducted by Alexan·-
der Smallens. In October, it was taken to the Alvin Theater 
in New York where it ran for sixteen weeks, folJLowed by a 
road tour of three months. It won for Gershwin the David 
Bispham Medal as the most impqrtant achievement in the field 
of opera and also resulted in his being elected an honorary 
member of the St. Gecilia Academy of Music in Rome. 
The story of the crippled Porgy and his woman, Bess, 
which takes place in Catfish Row, a Negro tenement on the 
waterfront of Charleston, South earolina, is full of emotion-
al characters and actions, giving Gershwin plenty of oppor-
tunities to write lyric solo numbers and elaborate ensembles 
in which the night life of the tenement courtyard is set to 
music. There is dancing, a mothert-s lullaby, and the ments 
crap gamey the lamentation at the body of the murdered Robbins; 
the picnic party on Kittiwah Island; the storm scene. Even 
the recitative is used extensively. It was a folk tale, told 
with directness and indigenous American accents. The music 
·projected Negro humor and pathos, nobility and savagery, 
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mellow Wisdom and naivete,, without resorting to caricature. 
It was a portrait of a race drawn with majestic strokes. 
This opera has enjo~d many revivals since that first 
year. In 1942, on Broadway, it had the longest run ever 
known by any revival in America; and it was singled out by 
the Music Critics Circle in New York as the most i.nportant 
revival of the year. Beyond all this, the meilimdies proved 
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to have such artistic merit that in 1943 they were combined 
by Robert Russell Bennet~ into an excellent symphonic suite 
which has been performed with immense success in all the 
leading capitals. It has currently been made into a motion 
picture by one of the major companies and bids fair tore-
peat its successes in this medium. It has proved its vi tali-
ty as a work for the theater, its validity as a work of art, 
and its stature as an American opera. 
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Samuel Barber (1910- } is nephew of' the famous 
Metropolitan Opera contralto, the late Louise Homer. His 
mother was also a talented pianist. He began to study music 
at the age of' six and to compose when he was seven and has 
never stopped. He says that he composed his first opera at 
nine. It is still in manuscript. The libretto for this 
opera, "The Rose Tree~," was written by the Barber famiJly 
cook, Anne Sul]ivan Brosius Noble. It did not progress be-
yond Act I because of the death of the cook. At twelve, he 
served as organist for a church in his home town of West 
Chester, Pennsylvania. 'J?t...ro years after that, he entered thj~ 
Curtis Institute as a charter pupil, studying the piano with 
Isabella Vengerova, singing with Emilio de Gogorza, and 
composition with Rosario Scalero. 
In 1935, a year in which he won both the Pulitzer 
Prize for Music and the American Prix de Rome, Barber went 
to Europe, spending several years in Austria and Italy. While 
there, he met Arturo Toscanini who was greatly impressed by 
his talent. He received the Pulitzer Prize a second time in 
1936, the first composer to accomplish this; and also a 
~uggenheim Fel]owship in 1945. His compositions include 
orchestral music, chamber works, choral music, songs and 
the opera, nvanessa.n He is instinctively lyrical, and, be-
ing a trained singer, he knows the voice well and likes 
writing for it. 
"Vanessa" was completed in 1957. It is his longest 
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and richest work so far. It moves easily from the very 
simple to the colorfully chromatic. There are traditional 
forms (aria, duet, chorus, quintet) woven together with reci-
tatives in fresh ways. The long dramatic line, beautifully 
controlled and built on a tonal foundation firm as a Bach 
fugue, yet seems full of spontaneity. There are dozens of 
memorable melodic ideas. 
The libretto was written by Gian-Carlo Menotti, a well-
known composer and librettist of several operas, who shares 
Barberts house in Mt. Kisco, New York. Conceding the work 1s 
strong Gothic flavor, Menotti emphasizes that the story is 
original but acknowledges a debt of inspiration to Baroness 
Karen Blixen, the 'Isak Dineson' of "Seven Gothic Tales.n 
The vocal line of "Vanessa" requires considerable technique 
and sensi ti vi ty. Early in A.ct I, Vanessa must sing a big 
dramatic aria in the grand style; in Act II, when she comes 
in from skating with Anatol, she describes her pleasure in 
a coJl.oratura aria. Later there are a romantic, soaring 
~ove-duet and smaller arias which seem like folk songs cr 
lieder in their simple eloquence and intimacy.. In Act II, 
nunder the Willow Treen sounds. like a folk song but was c om-
posed by Barber - there is no folk material in "Vanessa." 
Always the music enhances the words (and vice versa), some-
times delicately poetic, sometimes passionately dramatic. 
' When "Vanessa" was premiered at the Metropolitan Opera 
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House on January 15, 1958, it became the first American opera 
so honored in more than twenty years. It was performed .five 
times that season, inmuding a Saturday afternoon broadcast 
and, even before the premiere, it was scheduled to be presen-
ted in Europe at the Salzburg Opera Festival that summer - the 
first American opera so honored. 
On April 6, 1960, the opera department of Mannes College 
in New York presented a bill o.f three one-act operas at the 
Fashion Institute Auditorium., Included was the American pre-
miere of Barber~s "A Hand o.f Bridge.n It was written for the 
1959 Spoleto {Italy) Festival. It deals with two couples 
playing brid~e with their minds definitely not on the game. 
Gian-Garlo Menott.i wrote the libretto and Barber has written 
a witty and o.ften lyrical score. 
CHAPTER III 
c.URRENT TR~NDS 
'Fhe growth of' a truly American Opera has been f'osterE~d 
in a decisive fashion by the development of' music schools 
throughout the country. By the end of' World War II, the num-
ber of' music schools in the United States had increased f'rom 
around twenty-f'ive to approximately three hundred. About 
eighty of' these schools give opera performances every year, 
and most of' these have regular opera departments. With these 
schools has originated a new teaching and training method -
the opera workshop. The workshop serves as a substitute f'or 
the many small opera houses of' Europe where young singers 
can gain experience. College workshops now number two hun-
dred twenty-eight but others are independent groups sponsored 
by local opera guilds and clubs. According to the pamphlet, 
Concert Music U.S.A. 1958, prepared by Broadcast Music, Inc., 
there are seven hundred and three opera producing groups in 
the United States with an average of' seven opera performances 
every day. Eighty-five percent of' American opera companies 
perform exclusively in English. In Boston alone there are 
now two outstanding organizations. They are: Boris Goldovsky 1 s 
New England Opera Theater and Sarah Caldwell's Opera Group. 
Both of' these have regular seasons and also send out touring 
companies. 
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The New York Gity Opera Company ranks next to the 
Metropolitan in length of seasons and number of performances 
in the United States. ,They have produced many mod~n works 
as well as works by American composers. In recent years, they 
have received assistance from the Ford Foundation in order 
to produce some American operas. Among the most notable of 
these were "Six Characters in search of an Authortt by Hugo 
Weisgall using a text by Denis Johnston based on Pirandello, 
and "Susannah" with music and text by Carlisle Floyd which 
received the New York Music Critics 1' Circle Award shortly 
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after its production in 1956. During the Spring of Jl.960, the 
N'ew York City Opera eompany success:fully completed its first 
tour of American cities in a repertoire composed entirely of 
works by American composers. The tour included 19 cities. 
Twelve of these had never before been visited by the eompany. 
The operas presented were "Six Characters in Search of an Au-
thor" by Weisgall, nsussanah n by Floyd, "·The Ballad of Baby 
:Oocn by Moore and "Street Scene" by Weill. 
When Renato Cellini became musical director of the 
New Orleans Opera House Association in 1954, he becam~ con-
cerned with the problem of the gifted but inexperienced 
young singer who wants to make a start in opera. Most com-
panies are unwilling to gamble on young, untried talent. In 
Europe the small provincial theaters would be available to 
such talent but these do not exist in America. In 1955, 
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Mr. C:ellini founded the Experimental Opera Theater of' America 
having as its aim to discover promising new voices and pre-
sent them in performance. This Theater presents an annual 
Spring season of' opera which include-s some of' the less famil-
iar works as well as the standards like tt'fosca,n ncarmenn and 
nEa Boheme.n This project has also received aid from the 
Ford Foundation .. 
The production aims and methods of the better work-
shops are very different from those of the traditional grand 
opera companies. 'Fhey seek to emphasize dramatic ensemble, 
good acting, opera in Englisht and the production of new 
works along simple modern lines, with small apparatus f'or 
the stage and the orchestra. 
One of' the first of' these school opera groups devel-
oped at Koussevitzkyts Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood 
in Massachusetts. 
Since the box office is not necessarily the deter-
mining factor, the director of' a school opera department or 
workshop need not restrict his choice of repertoire to proven 
standbys but can make use of' the eighteenth century classic 
operas or can experiment with contemporary works. Oompara-
tively free of the financial handicaps and union restrictions 
that often weigh heavily on grand opera and community companies, 
school opera is able to devote the necessary effort and re-
hearsal time to the preparation of' performances. 
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Only on school stages is the American composer given 
a chance to gain experience in the operatic medium. Many 
American school theaters, such as those of Indiana and Stan-
ford Universities and that of the Berkshire Music Center, 
have well-equipped stages which make modern productions 
possible.. Opera in English has been unanimously accepted 
by school opera. It is in the workshops of American schools, 
more than anywhere else, that the agents and tools for the 
new opera are being prepared: composers, singers, directors, 
production methods. 
Another bright outlook has developed in the recent 
announcement by the Ford Foundation of a $950r000 grant for 
the production of eighteen new American operas for an eight 
year period, beginning in 1961. The funds will be al].ocated 
to the Metropolitan, San Francisco, Chicago Lyric and New 
York City Operas according to the specific requirements of 
each work.. The first three named companies expect to pro-
duce a new opera by an American composer every other season 
while the New York City Opera is to launch six new American 
Operas. 
CONCLUSION 
Some mention should be wade of the many touring 
opera companies which have exerted a great influence on the 
operatic life of the American public outside of the major 
music centers as well as in these centers. There has been 
previous mention of the Kean and Murray Company and the 
Hallum G~mpany which came over from England and gave many per-
formances in the cities along the eastern seaboard~ There 
are also a number of American companies which have toured 
throughout this country. Some of them are advocates o.f opera 
inEnglish and their productions, i.f not originally in English 
are translated into the vernacular. 
The first native company to present grand opera on an 
adequate scale was one organized in 1874 by Clara Louise 
Kellogg who was also the first native singer to acquire inter-
national renown. Dther such companies were the Emma Juch 
Opera C-ompany, the Standard English Opera Company, the National 
Opera Gompany, the Castle Square Opera Company, the Aborn 
English Opera Company, and the May Valentine Opera Company. 
Each of these companies was committea to presenting opera in 
English. 
In addition, there were those companies which produced 
their operas in the original language. These included the 
Fay Templeton Opera Company, the Belle Moore Company, the 
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Patti Rosa Company, the Andrews Opera Company, and the San 
Carlo Opera Company. 
The American Grand Opera Gompany of Portland, Oregon, 
with E. Bruce Knowlton as founder and director-general, was 
incorporated for the purpose of presenting unpublished grand 
operas by American composers. This was to promote the growth 
and development of these composers by alLowing them to hear 
their works. Other companies followed their example. 
More recently, many colleges and universities have de-
veloped opera workshops which give the composers an opportuni-
ty to see their works in performance where they can be analyzed 
to greater advantage and their faults can be pointed out. 
Some of the outstanding examples of school opera departments 
are those of Bbston University, New England Conversatory, 
Columbia University, Indiana University and University of 
Southern California. 
Many of the early operas received only a few presenta-
tions in the opera houses because they did not possess lasting 
qualities. Some were simply imitations of the works of 
European composers who were in vogue at the time and others 
were too academic or based on texts which did not have enough 
dramatic quality to hold the interest of the public after the 
novelty had worn off. Throughout a large period of its his-
tory American opera has been at a standstill because of this 
imitative character. 
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Due largely to the experience gained in opera work-
shops, and to an increasing growth of American idiom in other 
fields, American composers are developing an idiom of their 
own which is not just an imitation of the European operatic 
styles and librettists are learning to write texts in English 
and make good translations which make sense, are not ludicrous, 
and blend well with the music. This American idiom is ex-
pressed in such operas as Hanson's nMerry Mount,n Douglass 
Moore1s ttBallad of Baby Doe,n and especially Gershwin's 
nporgy and Bess.n Consequently, there will be more and more 
opera in English which should enlarge the audience for opera 
since it will make possible better understanding of what is 
going on. As the quality gets better, we will see more per-
formances of American operas at maj_or opera houses both here 
and abroad. 
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